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The Candidates make their statements in the dance lab 

Candidates' Forum Held 

Candidates Air Poor Turnout 

Their Views Plagues Event 

By BOHDAN BUSHELL By BOHDAN BUSHELL 
Of the seven candidates who were A lack of planning and coordination 

invited to attend the Candidates Forum on the part of the organizers of the 
field in the Dance Lab Theatre last Candidates Forum last Tuesday led to a 
Tuesday only four showed up. Those low turnout of candidates and an audience 
who did attend were given plenty of time that consisted of campus organizers, 
to make their views known and the political aids and members of the press. 
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Elections Postponed 


audience, small though it was, questioned 
the candidates on their stands on voting 
rigbts, nuclear power and abortion. 

Suzi Oppenheimer, running for 
re·election to her State Senate seat spoke 
firSt. Her Republican opponent, Willis 
Stephens, Jr., was unable to attend 
because he was unable to reschedule a 
pOOr commitment due to the short notice. 

Also attending were Peter Sullivan, 
the Republican incumbent for State 
Assembly, District 87, Nancy OBi, the 
Democratic opponent, a horticulturist and 
pan time student at Purchase and John 
Pastorelle running on the Right To Life 
ticket 

Oppenheimer's. position 
Mrs. Oppenheimer spoke for 

approximately ten minutes outlining her 
views and goals and then took questions 
from the audience. The biggest issue for 

See Candidates, Page 6 

In short there were no students in the 
audience. 

The forum was organized by The 
Students' Union, S.A.S.U., The 
S.U.N.Y. Womens Center, and The 
Manhattanville College Programming 

Board. Both organizers and candidates 
were unsure of the final location, the 
Dance Lab Theatre, until the last minute, 
which contributed significantly to the 
confusion. Candidates commented on the 
difficulty of finding the Dance Lab Theatre 
when they fmally arrived. 

The scheduling problems were 
exacerbated by the competition. A 
Truffaut film and a documentary film on 

~i~aragua follo~ed by.a lecture served to 
diVIde the potential audience. u 

The Pub Is Open 

The Pub is now open; complete with 

FLIK at the helm, new pizza ovens, a 
bonafide pizza chef, and freshly painted 
walls. You must still walk into South, 
lI'OUJld the sidewalk construction, to get 
in but it seems a small price to pay. 

A special training night, Friday, Oct. 
II, which sold pizza at half price was 
devoid of fanfare or celebration. A few 
students sat eating slices, others ordered 
whole pies to go. The air hung with a 
vague nervousness as students 

wondered: Is this the Pub anymore'! 
Will it survive? Is the pizza any good? 

The Load conducted an infonnal taste 
test of the Pub's training night fare and 
found the pizza - "Too doughy", "Alot 
of cheese but the sauce needs work", 
"It's actually like real pizza", "Not 
enough tomatoes", and "I really kind of 
like it." 

We at The Load congratulate FLIK 
for a commendable first effort and for 
finally opening their doors, amazingly, 
on schedule. c 

By DEBORAH TAYLOR 
On Monday, October 6 the Student 

Union voted to postpone the Students' 
Union Elections for one week. The 
reason for the postponement was that 
the Elections were not publicized 
sufficiently, thus students did not know 
that that could run for any of the 
positions available. The elections, 
which were to be held October 7, 8 and 
9 will now be held October 14, 15 and 
16 in Campus Center North. 

Students will be able to vote on 15 
Purchase Students' Union Organizers, 
the Coordinator of Finance, seven All 
College Senate seats and the NYPIRG 
referendum. 

One of the main reasons affecting the 
decision was the lack of candidates. 
Election Committee member Jens 
Wilkinson explained, "It [the election] 
wasn't well publicized, I think this will 
give the Elections Committee a chance 
to get their act together. Maybe ... " 

In the past, the elections have 
basically been taken care of by former 
Associate Dean of Campus & 

Residence Life Ben Hogan, who 
resigned this summer. Many o~f the 
members of the Elections Committee 
had never served on it before, and the 
committee didn't have many guidelines 
to follow. 

Students' Union Coordinator A, 
Sarajean Rossitto, explained the 
postponement, "There was no 
pUblicity. No one knew there were 
elections or that they could run. I think 
the poor publicity of the Elections 
Committee was the main reason." 

The main problem that the 
postponement caused was for New York 
Public Interest Research Group 
(NYPIRG), who had cancelled several 
community workshops to campaign for 
the referendum, and who were not 
informed of the change until the 
following day. 

"We didn't do it intentionally against 
NYPIRG," said Rossitto, "we were 
worried about the Union seats." 

Stephen Duncombe, Union 
Coordinator Z, expressed his opinion, 
See Elections, Page 5 
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Outside the new library window. 

LIebrary· Expanded 
By JENS WILKINSON 

In a few short months, the hammers' 
shouting, and pounding will be gone 
from the library. In their wake they will 
leave a new expanded area, stretching 
down into the tunnels underneath the 
mall. This project, though, by the time 
of its completion, will have cost 
SUNY over 3 million dollars, money 
that was raised through the issuance of 
bonds. 

The new basement area will house 
most of the present book collection, 
with the Literature and Science sections 
being housed in the second floor and the 
reference, government documents, and 
periodicals being kept on the first floor. 
A new lounge area and instructional 
room, as well as the Center for 
Instructional Resources (CIR) will also 
be located in the basement. The lobby 

will be transformed into a well lit area, 
with a skylight and two side windows 
(the windows can be seen now). 

According to ' Robert Evans, the 
director of the library, the contractors 
have said · that the basement will be 
completed by December I, although he 
hopes that the Doise in the central 
stairway (the boxrd-in area behind the 
card catalogues) will be gone before that 
date. The library staff will then move 
the collection from the second floor 
down to the base~ent. although Evans 
did not dismiss the idea of having

I 

students move bo9ks on a "day off'. 
This procedure was used in February of 
1974 when the library was moved from 
the basement of the Neuberger Museum 
to its present location. 
See Library, Page 5 
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Economics Series 
Kim Christensen of the Economics 

Department will be coordinating an 
International Economics Lecture Series. 
The lecture series will address topics 
pertaining to today's international 
economic situation, particularly on debt 
and the Third World. 

Guest lecturers include Jorge Sol, 
former Minister of Finance for El 
Salvador, former official to the 
International Monetary Fund, and 
currently in exile at the Institute for 
Policy Studies; Kathy McAfee, 
Educational Resources Developer for 
Oxfam; Steven Packer, chief economist 
for Mobile Oil. 

The series will begin on Tuesday, 
Oct. 28 at 4:30 pm, with Arthur 
McEwan, Professor of Economics, U. 
of Mass. Tickets are free. For further 
information contact Peter Bell or Kim 
Christensen - (914) 253-5023 

Nicaragua Nights 
Dick Rogers of the Film department 

showed a film he made in Nicaragua as 
part of the Social Artist Lecture Series 
sponsored by the Student Union. John 
Gitlitz provided political commentary 
during a discussion that followed the 
film. 

Over 60 students attended the lecture. 
Stephen Duncombe, coordinator of the 
series, said that he was "amazed at the 
turnout," and added that "it's wonderful 
that so many people are concerned 
about Nicaragua. " 

A Passionate ' 

Appeal 


An irate car owner is offering $200 
for any information leading to the 
apprehension of a couple who was 
allegedly seen slashing tires of cars 
parked in the PAC parking lot All you 
Sherlock Holmes out there ... 

By MARGARET P. 
PATIERSONID 

The admissions numbers for this year 
are almost all in and, compared, to years 
past. are looking better. There has been 
a rise in overall admissions, with more 
returning students, but the college still 
failed to reach it's enrollment target for 
this year. 

A total of 3,984 students enrolled this 
fall which was 31 students short of 
Purchase's enrollment target of 4,015 
students. When a particular school falls 
far short of their projected enrollment a 
monetary adjustment is made. This is 
because a school's budget is based on 
it's projected enrollment figure. The 
charge is determined per student with 
this year's return fee set at $1,750. 
It is doubtful that any money will have 
to be returned to the state, since this 
year's figure is less than 1 % of the total 
projected figure, but the final decision 
Oil adjustments has not yet been 
determined. 

To recruit a student the admissions 

'Bathroom 

Blues 


Vandalism or just poor 
maintenance? Whatever the case 
may be, this bathroom in D1 will 
be unusable until its restoration 
anywhere from one to two weeks 
from now. Vandalism in the 
residence halls is nothing new. 
The toilet on the right has been 
destroyed before, and had just 
been refitted the week before this 
picture was captured by Garrett 
Mok. 

Student Aid ' 
Governor Mario Cuomo has signed 

legislation approving increased Tuition 
Assistance Program (TAP) awards. The 
measure provides New York with an 
additional $46 million in TAP grant 
money for a total state grant and 
scholarship budget of $460 million. 
This is a 9% increase over last year's 
aid. 

Another aspect of the change is an 
increase in the income ceiling 
eligibility levels for all categories of 
students. For dependent undergraduate 
students the income ceiling has been 
raised to a total family income of 
$32,000 or less, up from $29,000. For 
low income students the eligibility for 
a maximum TAP award has been raised 
to a total family income of less than 
$6,500, up from $5,000. 

For students frustrated with financial 
aid cut-backs this is finally a step in ,the 

, right direction. 

'Should'to 
'Shall' 

Apparently , a change in the College 
By-Laws has decreed that each 
department "shall" offer a minor as well ' 
as a major to students. The previous 
language was "should". Apparently 
faculty from the arts departments are up 
in arms over this change. Read next 
issue for further developments. 

Admissions 1986: 
Larger 'Enrollment 

department spends aproximately $300 
to $350 per student. This figure is 
derived by dividing admission's yearly 
budget, $300,000, by ' the average 
number of students in the entering 
class, or aproximately 1,000 new 
students. 

Each division of the college had a 
larger enrollment than last year with the 
exception of .the division of music, 
although in that division there were 30 
more returning students this year than 
last year for a total figure of 65. 
Continuing Education had 100 more 
students than last year. About the same 
number of transfer students, 220, 
arrived this year. 

Figures concerning student retainment 
were not available at this time. Vice 
President for Academic Affairs Nat 
Siegel commented, however, that 
retention is usually higher in the Fine 
Arts programs due to the more 
professional and highly motivated 
students that are selected for these 
departments. [] 
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Thursday are Open Mic nights in Campus Center South. 


Singers. dancers. actors. and variety entertainors are welcome 

to 


perform; or just come watch your friends perform In an informal 

setting. 


We provide a basic PA system and can Mlc upto four vocals 

(we cannot mlc 


amps). Please let us know If you plan to bring additional 

equipment. 


Performers will be scheduled on a first come. first seNed basis. 

Leave your name. phone#. room. an box number at the CCN Info 

booth. or 


Campus and Residence Life Office. (attention James O'Hanlon) 
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Time Offers 

Awards 


TIME magazine has begun taking 
applications for it's second annual 
nation-wide college achievement 
awards. The search, to recognize "the 
nation's most outstanding college 
students", will result in twenty winners 
and eighty merit finalists. 

The twenty winners will each recieve 
$2,500 and a showcase in a special 
section of TIME. The merit finalists 
will each recieve $250 and honorable 
mention in the special section. All 100 
winners will be given first 
consideration for TIME Inc. internships 
and other major participating 
corporations. 

Last year a Purchase student, music 
student and pianist Joel Martin, was a 
merit finalist. The contest is open to aU 
college juniors. 

Application deadline is December 31, 
1986. To get an application call: 

1-800-523-5948 

$60.00 PER HUNDRED PAID 
for remailiIig letters from home,l Send 
self-addressed. stamped envelope for 
information/application. Associates, 
Box 95-B, Roselle, NJ 07203 

ADOPTION: We're a lively, loving, 
happily married couple, academic 
physician and psychologist, can't have 
own children. Eager to adopt newborn! 
Offereing, love, security, 
educational--cul tural opportunities. 
Expenses paid. Legal, confidential. Call 
collect 212-724-7942. 

'74 SUPER BEETLE with rebuilt 
engine, sunroof, original owner, 
718-622-9520. 

Fred is Dead 
Fred the cOCkroach is back! WeIl.1I 

was for about a week until his sat 
demise just over a week .ago. AcCOIdiat 
to the residents of 03, the famoot 
six-legged mascot was retume4 
simultaneously with the dissapearaJICI 
of a $20 bill that had been posted CIl 

the hall bulletin board as ranSOll 
money. They still have no idea who 1M 
"phantom" kidnapper is, but they woull 
like to thank them for returning FIOO..:. 
Although, unfortunately, Fred is dead 
now. So the once happy story has 
finally turned sad for 03. "He'll be 
missed," said one resident. 

-Dramatic 
Psychology 

Dr. Henry Gleitman of the 
University of Pennsylvania will give a 
lecture on the "Psychology of the 
Dramatic Experience" in the Natural 
Science Lecture Hall on Thursday, 
October 30 at 8:10 p.m. Dr. Gleitman 
has written several best-selling booles 
in the field of psychology. 

-


WANTE~-- students, staff or faculty 
who drink alcohol frequently willing to 
discuss their drinking with student 
writing a thesis. Leave message at 
student box 2424 as to where you can 
be reached. 

MUST SELL MY WHEELS: '79 
Cutlas Supreme, new trans., snow 
tires, runs too. Asking $500. Contact 
Matt 253-5779. 

IIIIAI:CH~ PIPIII 

18,278 to chooee from -an subIecta 
Order Catalog Today with Villll'MC or COO ag. 800-351-0222 

In Calif. f21314n.a226 
Or. rush $2.00 to: .....rch ~ 
11322 IdahoAIIIl. I2(l6-SN, los Angeles, CA 90025 

Custom research also available-all levels 



By JENS WILKINSON 
The bus pulled to a halt and Debbie 

I hastily readied ourselves for a long 
and day on Mt. Fuji. We grabbed 

oar knapsacks, walking sticks and 
and took a deep breath of 

air before stepping out into the 
outside. It was actually fairly 
but we had heard stories of the 

mountain. 
There is a saying about Fujisan, as it 

. called in Japan, that "He who never 
climbs Fujisan is a fool but he who 
climbs it twice is a greater fooL" We 
were soon to find out, tradition or no 
lIIdition, that probably the person who 

'aeverclimbed at all-would be the lesser 
ctall the fools. 

ML Fuji is, of course, a volcano and 
is the highest mountain on any of tile 
Japanese islands, reaching well above 
12,000 feet. Part of the reason for its 
fame among the Japanese is that it is 
d part of any mountain chain and thus 
rises alone out of its foothills , 
dominating the horizon for miles. 

The frrst few miles of our hike were 
definitely the easiest, being on a flat 
ad that wound around the mountain 
IOW8rd the trail that we had been told 
lay ahead. Fuji is usually climbed at 
aight, since being at the summit at 
IUIIrise (about 4 a.m.) is supposed to be 
die great "thrill" about the experience. 

Most people carried flashlights and in 
fie night the trail of people looked like 
I Jong caravan of fireflies fluttering 
IIOUnd the slope, or rather like a great 
army marching in single file. The 
Jle8test surprise for me was actually the 
enormous amount of people on the 
IIOUDtain. The feeling was reminiscent 
ci attending a large amusement park 
such as Disneyworld, with lines of 
people swarming around everywhere. 

After a short comfortable hike, we 
reached was was proclaimed on a 
Japanese sign to be the way to the 
llUllDut (I could read the word 'top' and 
'mountain'), so we followed the crowd 
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and courageously launched our crusade 
up the mountain. 

The change was abrupt. It is not 
apparent from photographs but Mt. 
Fuji is very steep, at least it seems that 
way to a climber. We still had plenty of 
energy, though, and the pace was kept 
to a crawl by the multitudes of climbers 
all casually jostling one another. We 
were still under the timberline and were 
hiking up through a light pine forest 
that was dimly ,lit by the combined 
forces of the hundreds of flashlights in 
our vicinity. 

There were traditionally IO stations 
for travelers to rest at as they climbed 
Fuji but the advent of modern 
transportation has meant that climbers 
start at the 5th station at a bus 
terminal. The summit, right above the 
10th station, is still an almost six hour 
climb above the 5th station. 

For many Japanese the ascent is 
more of a pilgrimage than an excursion. 
In Shinto, the traditional Japanese 
religion, Mt. Fuji is an enshrined deity 
that is venerated and,as a result, several 
shrines are scattered along the route to 
the top. 

After about 45 minutes we reached 
the 6th station where, among other 
things, people offered to put brands on 
walking sticks to prove that the hiker 
had reached that station. This service 
was available all the way up to the top. 

Hoping to make good time, we 
continued through the station and kept 
up a good pace, although our calves had 
already begun to feel the strain of the 
constant stumbling over volcanic rocks. 
The entire path is covered by small 
chalky stones that slide under the foot 
and made me start to believe in the 
maxim that goes "two steps forward, 
one step backward ... " 

We climbed through the rest of the 
night, pausing occasionally to regain 
our breaths and to rest our legs. At the 
higher stations people sold cannisters of 
oxygen and there were many climbers 
sitting down drawing breaths from the 

1*1 

bottles. 
The mountain got steeper as we 

climbed higher and our legs got sorer. It 
always seemed that the summit was 
right above us, just out of reach but 
always when we reached the next ledge 
the summit inched away from us again 
and disappeared into the clouds. Below 
us a long string of lights wound down 
the slope. 

Surprisingly the crowd actually 
seemed to. grow thicker as we neared the 
summit. All around us climbers with 
their walking sticks pushed ahead, 
huffing and puffing their way into the 
night. On the side of the trail casualties 
sat and stared ahead out into the"stars or 
up at the peek. Gradually the loo~ 
stones gave way to large plaques ofbard 
rock jutting out, making the climb 
more perilous. 

We reached a small shrine and had to 
wait for at least fifteen minutes while 
people slowly deftled through the small 
tori (arch) and stood for a few moments 
inside the building. There was no way 
around it. 

The weather near the summit was 
bitter cold and very windy. We bundled 
ourselves up in everything we could 
find, sweaters, jackets and even used our 
backpacks to break the wind. We hardly 
spoke except the express doubts about 
the wisdom of continuing. Always, 
thoVgh, the thought of "we're almost 
there ... " kept us going. 

The hours crept by and finally at 
about 3 a.m. the sky began to brighten 
and we started watching for the sun to 
emerge above the plains below. The 
trail was littered by now with people 
huddled together waiting for sunrise. 

Then, the sun emerged, an event that 
was much less spectacular than we had 
expected. It had certainly not been 
worth freezing half to death and putting 
up with aching calves for six hours to 
see that. Well, we figured that maybe 
the summit, that was now within view, 
would make the trip worthwhile .. . 

"Within view" is a somewhat 
misleading thought. We trudged for 
what seemed like an eternity trying to 
reach this thing that was in view, never 
seeming to get any closer. Debbie and I 
were by now clinging to each other and 
pulling each other up the steep path, 
keeping our eyes down on the ground, 
lifting them from time to time to see if 
the top was really getting any closer. 

The crowds of people standing at the 
small summit village became closer, 
and then we finally reached the long 
awaited goal. The area at the top is a 
small ring of buildings surrounding the 
central crater that drops down below. 

The scene at the summit was 
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probably the strangest and most 
disappointing part of the trip. It 
vaguely reminded me of those small 
outposts that are always featured in 
adventure films, small business 
establishments thronged by crowds of 
exhausted travelers, all trying 
desperately to find food and rest, all 
crowded into a tiny area. We walked 
around briefly and started the long trip 
down. 

The trip down was, unbelievably, 
more difficult than the ascent. The sun 
was by now shining and the weather 
mercifully became wanner and less 
windy. The loose stones were harder to 
negotiate descending than ascending, 
with our heels rather than our toes 
stepping down and sliding. On the way 
down I was waging a constant fight to 
stop myself from falling and breaking 
an ankle. 

The trail down was a ' long, ' twisting 
corridor with hundreds of hikers sliding 
toward the base of Mt. Fuji. It was now 
6 a.m. and we had been climbing in 
miserable weather through the whole 
night and some of the morning. We 
were so tired that I felt as if I were 
walking in a dream rather than in 
reality. 

At times I felt as if I were in one of 
those "infinite" tunnels that exist in 
fantasy literature where a traveler is sent 
back again'and again through the same 
path from which he has just escaped . 
The path wound down the 
mountainside, zigzagging over and over 
literally hundreds of times. We were 
both physically and mentally exhausted. 
But now, since we were already 
descending, we were doubly frustrated 
because we couldn't even turn back. 

We finally reached the bottom after 
a long flat trek across the base where 
the bitter cold changed into warmth and 
then heat Our jackets and sweaters were 
by now back in the knapsacks. We 
made our way back to Tokyo and 
swore, as the saying would imply, that 
we would never climb the "damn 
mountain" again. We swore that we 
would never be subjected to standing in 
"disneyworld" lines on the summit of a 
12,000 feet mountain. 

I can't say that the trip was a 
complete loss but would be fairly hard 
pressed to come up with anything to 
compete for that description. The one 
strong redeeming fact is that the 
horrible feelings fade and one is left (a 
month later) with positive feelings 
aboutthe achievement. So if you find 
yourself in Japan someday try it, but be 
prepared of course for a horrible 
experience. c 
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Vice President. 'for StudentAffairs 
Dr. Herron sees the new Student Union 

By JEFF CAMPBELL as vital for improving campus life and a 
Eat lunch in the dining hall and he better sense of community at ~rchase. 

might sit down to join you, to talk: about He criticized past student governments for 
Purchase and what's going on. Dr. Ron a lack of planning and management of 
Herron, hired two months ago to the their funds, saying that this was a 
newly created position of vice president problem at many campuses. 
of student affairs, has also been seen "It will require a committed 
crossing the mall at hours when other membership," he said,"just like the old 
administrators have long since gone student senate required a committed 
home. Though he has just come from membership, and for whatever reason the 
nine years of experience as dean of college didn't have it. As a form of 
students at Keene State College in New government it is certainly able to handle 
Hampshire, he seems intent on what I'm talking about. It may even hold 
discovering the problems unique to some advantages for depoliticizing the 
Purchase. process. 


Throughout the interview Dr. Herron's 
 , "We have not yet developed a 
comments seemed to circle around a motivation within the general student 
central theme, something he's found in the body to insist that those dollars be spent 
students he's talked to and in the recent on their behalf. I think it is a joint 
history of the college he's read; the need responsibility. I think it has to primarily 
for an increased sense of community and come from the person who's paying me 
communal responsibility. fee. The person who put the sixty dollars 

on the barrel head and saying, 'What are 
you doing with it student leader. How areJ!\ community is not made by you making a difference in the quality ofplunking 4,000people down my life with the money I have given you

in the middle Of Westchester on my behalf. What is out there now that
and saying you're a . I can do.... 
community. ' Dr. Herron criticized the Student 

Union's new constWution as not 
"A community is made up of in part following through on it's own political 

by a sense of shared committment," he II philosophy. The manifesto of the 
said. "A community is not made by . L I:Q constitution states that all the students of 
plunking four thousand people down in ~. ~ -~ .5l the college will have an equal vote but, he 
the middle of Westchester and saying, ~ said, this philosophy is compromised by 
'You're a community.' We have, as a ,.. 1; having only 18 people vote on budget 
community, a challenge ahead of us. _~I 9 issues. 

"<?ne of my observations is that the .. c."" .a "I happen to believe," he said, "if one is 
enVlfonment, for whatever reason, has -.. going to propose all the power to the 
been communication weak. That makes Dr. Ron Herron, Vice President/or Student Affairs people then all the power ought to go to 
all of us ripe for disaffection, for feeling .. ---------~---. the people. There's an intellectual 
not involved, for getting a little nervous, arena of their peers. They would rather during the interview, sometimes' pacing, discrepency that may be convienient, but 
for rumours, which doesn't make the glue take the penalty assigned by the sat down. He had complained of having to it lacks a kind of intellectual coherence.· 
for a community; information does. administrative officer. I think we need to sit all day through committee meetings. Dr. Herron, not wanting to be late for 

One of the major concerns he has found respect that, if you will, right of privacy!" One very positive aspect of the campus an R.A. dinner he had previously 
among students is the lack of a credible said Dr. Herron. "The purpose of having a for Dr. Herron was Campus and Residence committed himself to, checked on the 
judicial process on campus. As with other judicial system on campus is that it Life, which reports directly to him. He time. And for Dr. Herron, who has braved 
aspects of campus life he discussed! his should be fundamentally educational. felt, in the things he's read, that there has the dining hall in order to meet and talk to 
main emphasis was in getting more Choice is very important when one is been improvement over the past few students, food is an important issue at 
students involved on a decision-making trying to create an educational enviroment, years, especially in housing aod facility Purchase. 
level. as is consequence." rehabilitation. He gave credit for that 

"The discipline piece is a very big To increase campus awareness of the rehabilitation to Laura Avitabile, assistant , . . 
piece,"said Dr. Herron. "Not because it's judicial process he would like to print a dean for campus and residence life, who is Food lS somethmg more for 
the number one function of this office but monthly summary, in The Load, of what also developing a five year plan for college students than squawk 
because it appears to have been one of the kinds of discipline cases he is handling. ongoing rehabilitation of the physical and gobble.' 
areas that bothers so many students. It's Dr. Herron has already had one plant. While he felt some students were -------------------------- 
one of the most frequently cited concerns. disciplinary case this semester but due to dissatisfied with the bureaucracy of "Food is something more for college 

"I did a fairly substantive review of the student privacy laws he could not discuss housing, he felt students are dissatified students than squawk and gobble," he said. 
disciplinary policies of the college and it in detail. By printing a monthly with many offices on campus. "It is a significant piece in building the 
they need revision. They are in the process summary he hopes students will begin to social fabric of the car.1PU:;. There is more 
ofbeingrevised.lthinkstudentsneedW understand the consequences of their '] want formal student there that needs to be done." 
be empowered to, if you will, stand in actions without jeopardizing the ad . 'tt t Dr. Herron felt the new pub, which will 
their own standards and be supportive of individual's right to privacy. . VlSOry COm,mz ees 0 every be turned into a pizza parlor and renamed, 
their own standards of conduct. And the Last year's burglaries, involving stolen smgle office. has the potential to suit the campus' 
college's standards." master keys, is one example for Dr. alternative food needs well. 

Though he was not involved in theDr. Herron has been meeting with Herron of the breakdown of "Again, it seems to me we need more 
decision to offer the Pub contract toadministrators and students to try · to communication and a community spirit. and more students involved in helping the 
FLIK, he felt there was nothing wrongdevelop a new judicial process. One He was "dismayed" at the number of college manage the affairs of Campus and 
with the decision. The conttact for theproposal that has recieved support is for students who had knowledge of the stolen Residence Life,"said Dr. Herron. " I want 

the creation of a seperate all-student master keys and who did not come forth formal student advisory committees to Pub was offered to FLIK without 
opening it up to any outside bidders. board. This student "jury" would hear with the informa·tion. every single office. So that policies and 

"Rarely does a campus of this size dostudent disciplinary cases and make "My goal a few years out is to have a procedures that need to be 
decisions. The · option for an very different kind of living environment administratively promulgated can get anythi~g other than offer an exclusive to a 

single vendor for food services," said Dr.administrative hearing would also remain on this campus. Not a whole series of some kicking around among students 
Herron. "For the amount of volume thatunder this system. The person accused finks, but a series of students living here before they are promulgated; clarified and 
will go through the Pub another vendorwould have the choice of putting their who care genuinely about their rights and refmed as a result of student input" 

would be very unlikelv t') have bid." 
case before the administrator or the student their fellow students rights," he said. "And He' said he has discussed this with both 

FLIK will not provide a permanentboard. Any appeals would continue to be it will have to come through a tough case. Ms. Avitabile and Beth Purk, assistant 
liquor licence for the Pub, but will bebrought before a review board composed Then, after that, students will have sent dean for campus and residence life, and 
offering special nights with theof both students, s¢f, and faculty. such powerful signals to each other that they are both in favor of it Dr. Herron 
sponsorship of clubs on campus. Students "Many students would rather nol take the offences won't even qccur because the would like to see the student committees 
have complained that an outside vendorsome of their behaviors which they've price will be too high." made up of all students, not just R.A.'s 

been engaging in into the embarrassing Dr. Herron, who had been standing and Campus Center Manangers. See HerrOD , page 5 
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B~Wl5ij\@dL~LID~§~~dL~ffil®§~Wl5ij\@dLMinorIty Expo 1986 
I _ ' - . ~~~LID®§Rumbling~Wl5ij\@dL~@~
At Purchase ?)dL21LID©,§~~dL21lli\®§~~dL21lID®~ 

By MARY BACHOP Purchase. 
~~pective college students with This year it is designed to encourage mercury in the Back Bar, I looked for ~ty backgro~ds sometimes lack the junior high school students to start. By DAVID TOMERE and found small beads of mercury on 

lllitiabve to ~nslder a college education thinking about careers SO they can better • S HOC K T ROO P'S 0 F the main counter as well as on the
~ofvanous.economicmlSOns;this plan their high school and college GE.NTRIFICATION.Guesswhat? lower counter area. With my large
.mIOS?phy underlies the purpose behind curriculums. Artists are good for the economy! plastic baggy and sponge that Professor 
Minority Expo '86. Javier Melendez, the associate director of According -to President Sheldon Barbara Dexter of Natural Sciences gave 

the Educational Opportunity Program is Grebs.tein's report, Institutional me, I was able to remove some of it 
on the planning committee for expo. He O~eTVlewandProgramPlans: 1987-88 This was on October 4th. Obviously 
said, "Basically, the invited professionals Fl~cal Year, sent to S.U.N.Y Central, the si,wation has not been taken care of 
will describe the status of their profession artists make previously "unlivable" by any means. If anyone in Campus 
in the present, what a day in their ' areas ~ceptable for the urban gentry. If and Residence Life would like to claim 
profession is like, salary expectations, and that kmd of reasoning won't get us otherwise, like Laura A vi table, one of 
what kinds of academic preparation the more money, nothing will. the so-c.alled housing Tsars, I've got
students ought to have to pursue their Grebstein writes, and I quote, liThe my baggy and sponge to show them 
goals." presence of the arts and artists can work 

differently.
Minority professionals from fields such in mysterious ways as an economic 

as law, journalism, computer force. Despite the stereotype of the 
1=' prog,ramming, teaching, fashion design, ~tarving artist, the artist as tenant 
(ij architecture, and banking will speak to an Improves the real estate markeL It was 

a::l • th ' hr1 estImated five hundred students. There will e ~st w 0 generated the increasing 
.~ also be financial aid workshops for v~uatlOn of property in Greenwich 
~ students and their parents to inform them Village, and then, after being priced out 
£ of financial options and procedures. of ~at area, did the same in Soho. As 
~ This program is funded by corporate artIsts are forced out of Soho by rents 
"8. contributions, and is organized by a th~y can no longer afford, they settle in ...consorti~ of private and state colleges Tn.BeCa: Sunnyside, or Brooklyn :s 

_ _ _ Javier Melerldez and private corporations. Heights, m every case stimulating the ~ 
Some of the colleges that will be renewal of decayed areas." Thanks, ~The Minority Expo '86 is the third 

represented are Rochester Institute of Sheldon. We love you, don't everlIIDual college recruitment and -career 5 .cTechnology, SUNY at Stony Brook, change. awareness program focused on the Hudson ~ 
SUNY at New Paltz, Orange County Valley area. The Minority Expos of 1984 CI) 

.ON THE MERCURY TRAIL,Community College, Hudson ValleyalI985 were held at SUNY New Paltz, 
PART II. Last issue I concluded by

but this year, on Saturday, November 15, Community College, and Rensselaer 
noting that more mercury had been 

die exposition will take place at SUNY Polytechnic Institute. 
found in the Back Bar, even after the 
problem had supposedly been taken care Baggy and spongeHerron, from Page 4 . of by Campus and Residence Life. With 

might have provided an alternative to was the need to manage the contract m the help of concerned persons I was 
FLIK as well as a permanent liquor such a way as to maximize the service and finally able to gain access to the Back Letters regarding this column may be 
lk:ence. make it work for the community at large. Bar. Keys that had mysteriously sent to: 

"We also need to be aware," Dr. Herron In the end Dr. Herron was optimistic disappeared had now shown up again, 
said, "that some goodly number of our about the future of Purchase with the 'rub' although a campus official has been Rumblings 
SlUdents are not of legal age to drink and coming back to one t!ting:. The n~ for a quoted as claiming the keys had always The LOAD 
iberefore some nights of the week we need greater sense of commumty. He did not been in their usual place. Campus Center North, 
., be operating a place to hang out (for see this as an insurmountable task. _ On the tip that there still was indeed SUNY Purchase. -1 -
Ihose students). " "Some of us take too much satisfaction 

Dr. Herron felt that FLIK is capable of out of talking about the negatives. I am Elections, from Page 1 
amviding an adequate food service for the not one of those people. That's just "I'm a little annoyed that no one told "I'm disappointed that the elections campus in a way that separate vendors something to put on my list of things to .me that the elections were postponed," 
would not be able to. What he stressed 

Library, from Page 1 
Dale Peyser, a senior, said that the 

idea of making the move a campus 
event would be "great thing. It would 
uaite the sbldents in a common goal. It 

The funds that are being used for this 
project were actually approved by 
SUNY as early as 1982, according ~ 
Vice-President for Finance and 
Management Patrick Counghlin. He 
added that getting approval for such 
pojects can be a long and difficult 
pocess. Each year the college submits 
two budgets, one for operating costs 
IDd the other for capital expenses, 
which include any expenditure on 
capital improvement of more than 
15.000. Another project due to be 

ampJeted is a complete resurfacing of 

!he mall. 


Submissions 
for the 

~©fu~@ W®@~~ ~@\o/fl@~ 


-Deadline: November 20th 

Infonnation Booth @ Campus Center North 


do." 

Hear to Help 
Hotline and Drop-in 
f .' services 

'~253-5083 
4 p.m. to 2 a.m. M~F 
6 p.m. to-2 a.m. S&S 

Room 1019 &1021 
Social Science 

Building 

All services are 
strictly confidential. 

were postponed and although there was 
said Dale Peyser, candidate for the a lack of potential Union candidates, I 
Coordinator of Finance seat, "I skipped don't think that would have mattered 
a class to go to the supposedbecause the Constitution is set up so 
Candidate's forum. But, I guess Ithat organizers could be elected by the 

general populace (all students who lDlderstand why it happened. It would be 

sho~ up) at the Union meetings." nice to have all the seats filled. " 

A member of the Elections Chris Ballew, a senior Visual Arts 
Committee explained, "The lack of major, stated, "Apathy exists on this 

communication between the Elections campus because students aren't 

Committee and the Union is pretty enthusiastic about supporting a campus 

depressing. I understand why the that won't support them. In order to 

"elections were postponed but feel that meet students' needs, it requires a 

the situation could have been dealt with rebellious radical alternative that only 

outside the Union." the new Union can provide." 

Monday 

Tuesday 
Wednesday 

Thursday 

10:30-4:00 
6:00-9:00 

12:00-4:00 
1:00-4:00 
1:00-4:00 

Director: Connie Lobur 
Interns: Caroline Camby 

Janice Stone 
Sarajean Rossitto 

Social Science Room 1014 
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Candidates, from Page 1 
her this past year was the pending vote not see any reason why anyone who met 
on the $1.45 billion bond environmental the requirements laid down in the voting 
quality bond issue. The bond issue would rights laws should be excluded from 
be used to clean up toxic waste sites in voting. 
New York, and to buy and preserve Mr. Pastorelle, who has been aRight 
historic sites. 10 Life. candidate to the State Assembly 

Ms. Oppenheimer also feels that the since 1976, also found no reason to bar 
students at S.U.N.Y. ~hase are "being students from voting as long as the law 
punished for voting in the Democratic allowed iL He did not agree with Ms. 
mould." Last semester the HarriSQ.n Town Oppenheimers idea on busing, andl 

Board, wbich is made up of 4 republicans wondered whether there was a real need 10 
and 1 democrat. moved SUNY Purchase's bus students to the polling places. 
polling booths off campus, a move seen 
as antagonistic to the students. She also The Indian Point reactor 
said that if the issue was not resolved by The Indian Point nuclear reactor was 
the polling dates she would "try [her] best another topic of discusion for the State 
to offer bus~g" to the polling sites. Assmbly candidates. Asked if they would 

Ms. Oppenheimer, addressing the 
abortion issue, defines herself as 
pro-choice, as opposed to pro-abortion. 
She said that abortions have always been 
performed and will continue but that the 
"question is will it be done in back alleys 
or will it be done in clean hospitals." 

Another area that she gave emphasis 
to was childcare in WestchesU"J'. There is, 
according to Ms. Oppenheimer, a shortage 
of day-care space in Westchester by 
aproximately 45,000 places. To deal with 
this issue she voted for several measures 
that provided funds to various child care 
&"'"Iups. 

Encouraging women into politics was 
"another mission of mine," noted Ms. 
Oppenheimer. She is also a member of 
the Womens Legislative Caucus in 
Albany. 

The Assembly race 

support legislation to shut down the 
reactor, Mr. Sullivan replied that he 
would noL 

Ms. OIIi felt that it would not be 
"wise at this time to shut it down," and 
that a study should be made about ohasinJ!: 
it ouL "It is a question of can we do 
without it, " she said, pointing out the 
possibility of changing to hydro:-electric 
from upstate and Canada. Changmg over 
is a ~m~tter of political will ... polI.s 
have mdicated that people want 10 keep 1t 

open." 
Mr. PastorelIe was in agreemen~ that 

further stud~ ~ould be made on the lSSue 
before a decISIon could be reached. 

Abortion ~~C:S discussed 
The sharpest diVISIons came when the 

issue of abortion was raised. Mr. 
~astoreIIe, running on the Rig~t to Life 
ucket, was most vocal on the Issue. He 
believed that it is the most important 

A Comparison 


By AMANDA PAUL 

The students of SUNY Purchase have 
expressed much dissatisfaction regarding 
the exhorbitant prices for food at 
Campus Center North. According to 
Jack Fellers, a V.A. major, "I can't 
afford to buy the food of my choice at 
North, if I don't like the special, and if 
I'm broke, I'm stuck." 

To get a perspective on how CCN's 
prices contrast in relation to those of 
other universities ( both serviced by 
Flik and not) a comparative study on 
prices between Purchase and some other 
universities seemed to be the logical ' 
plan of action , however this proved to 
be virtually impossible. 

The administrators of these 
universities would not disclose food 
prices over the phone. Either these 
individuals have 	severe inferiority 
complexes (" I'm not qualified to give 
that information," said a food service 
administrator), or they suffer from 
extreme paranoia. Every administrator I 
spoke with led 	me in frustrating 
pointless circles that got me nowhere, 
except to a large phone bill for The 
WAD. 

After many fruitless encounters on 
the phone with assorted beaurocrats, I 
came to the realization that they were 
not going to give me any assistance, 

period. It was necessary to physically 
go to Manhattanville to seek their 
precious snack bar secrets and actuaI1y 
copy the prices right off the meIUl. 

At other schools such as Stony 
Brook and Binghamton it was ne:cessa:y 
to approach students of the senate aDd 
school newspapers to obtain lbeae 
unknown numbers. Without the help 
of these people this simple compaliSOl 
would have been even hardec. 

Progress- has been made and resobs 
have been collected. Keep in mind Iha& 
each school has a separate meal card 
discount rate, board rate and meal lJlaa 
system. These schools are also service4 
by different food services. 

Some of the given snack bars ani 
more extensive than others. Some of 
the larger schools have multiple 
North-type places to choose from as 
well. The same items are not offered at 
every place and all prices were Dot 
made available for documentation. 
Therefore to give a broader range of 

. items, comparisons are sometimes 
made only between the schools that 
serve the item at their "snack bars". 

Hopefully these figures will give 
students a genezal idea of how SUNY 
Purchase stands in comparison with 
other schools. Of course, this survey 
doesn't even begin to address the issuo 
of quality.::: .0 

,.The candidates for the State Assembly ~ingle issue that the public faces today. . 
district 87, wHich represents Purchase, We have opened the door to a very 
were all present and each had the serious problem," he said. 
opportunity to speak for ten minutes after ."I'm strongly pro-choice," said Ms. 
which there was a question and answer Olll. 
session with the audience. "I think abortion is a terrible thing," 

The major issues the candidates said Mr. Sullivan. "It is hostile to 
discussed were voting rights, nuclear humanity." 
power and abortion. A question from the .. . 
audience directed at Assemblyman PrImary objectives 
Sullivan, the republicaI) incumbent, about . "My primary obj~tive [in the 
the student voting rights brought forth Assembly] has been 10 the area of 
strong discussion from all candidates. eco~omic .. development,': said Mr. 

Mr. Sullivan emphasized that the SullIvan. If we have a VItal economy 
election laws are not hostile, "though they then we can afford to maintain the 
may be implemented hostily locally." He standards of.S.U.N ..Y." and P?mary social 
also said that there was no legal reason to care and social servIces, he saId. 
prevent the students at Purchase from "Mr. Su.lliv,:m .and I are i~ ~greem~nt 
voting in the coming election. on economICS, satd Ms. OIII, attracung 

In contrast Nancy Olli, in her ftrst businesses is vital." 
campaign for public office as the She said housing in Westchester 
democratic candidate. pointed out that Mr. would be the "number one priority" on 
Sullivan had "attacked" student voting the legislative agenda if she is elected. The 
rights on the floor of the Assembly, agenda would also "include an effort to 
whatever his present position. Ms. OlIi look at substance abuse," she said. 
emphasized her own commitment to 

Tuition hikesstudent voting rights saying that she did 

"Bow to start 
your law career 
6aore you start 

lawsChool. 
Start with the Kaplan LSAT 

prep course . After taking 
Kaplan. thousands of LSAT 
students score between 40 and 
48. And those scores give 'You 
the best shot at getting into the 
school of your choice and going 

1
on to the top firms or 

.iiPLiN 
STANLE'I'H. KAPlAN fDUCATlONAl aNTIRLTO. 

WHITE PLAINS . ..... 914-948-7801 
POUGHKEEPSIE ..... 914-485-2002 
SnuMFORO ... . ..... 203-324·7706 

"I am always opposed to tuition 
increases," said Mr. Sullivan. This 
opposition included voting against 
"hidden" increases in tuition in the form 
of additional fees. 

Ms. Olli felt that it was impossible to 
be categorically against all increases. 
"There is inflation, you know," said Ms. 
Olli, "there may be a need for tuition 
hikes." Ms OIIi pointed out that tuition 
hikes would affect her as well since she is 
enrolled part-time at Purchase. 

Mr. Pastorelle had no comment on the 
issue. 

Elections will be held on November 4, 
1986. Along with elections for the State 
Senate and the State Assembly will be 
elections for Governor and Lieuteocmt 
Governor of New York, the Attorney 
General, seats for s~te justice of the 
Supreme Court,the state Comptroller, 
the U.S. Senate, and the U.S. Congress. 0 

FLIK Prices Compared to 3 Other Universities 

ITEM 	 Purchase Manhattanville Binghamton StohyB 
(FLIK) (FLIK) (Marriott) (DAKA) 

COKE 	 .80 .75 .~) ~ .65 . - " .55" 
(Medium) 	 \ f); .•' I ' 

COFFEE 	 .65 .50 .45 .45 
-J':. ~ I•

(regular) 

2.10 2.05 1.45TUNA 	 1.95 L·" 
Sandwhich ... 
BAGEL 	 .8S .80 1.05 .i .85 
Cr. Cheese 	 '., -c(:~ F; 

." I 

HAMBURGER 	 1.85 1.45 ,- _....... ; 1.15 N.A. 


...1. 

"":::l 
' LCHSE BURGER 	 1.95 1.55 1.40 N.A. 

, r 

Cm:CKEN 2.40 2.10 t''':. _ :~ 2.05 2.10 
Salad ~ -;--- rl.: 

, -, 
EGG SALAD 1.95 1.40 - N.A. N.A.~ 

CHEESE ....."" 	 1.45 1.40 ,. N.A. N.A. 
• L 

sandwich 	 . 
':-R" -

::\SALAD BAR .2O/ounce No salad ,. .90 small N.A. 
Bar 

FRIES 	 .8S N.A. .70 N.A . 

MEAL CARD 
.DISCOUNT: 

Breakfast 1.25 138 20% Off" 1.75 

Lunch 1.75 2.44 3.00 

Dinner 2.40 3.40 4.00 


19 Meal Plan 597.62 993.00 753.00 700.00 
(per semester) 

• N.A. =Data not Available 
•• Each meal is deducted from the student's total mealcard charge. 

Each student producing an 1.0. gets 20% off snack ~ prices. 



. Illegal and Fun at SUNY PurC~~tSe~anSion of the Libmy 

By IVAN I. IVANOVITCH know that an airport has planes, but the end of the section. PepsIco h~s (finally), and added locks and the like. 
This article will outline some fun that m~s jt also has something else... beautiful grounds open to the public The tunnels are a place for care. There 

'JIut illegal Purchase mostly nighttime runways. We at Purchase are and is well worth the daytime visit to was a suicide electrocution some t~n 
past-times, (consider it a late unfortunate to lie in on~'s path. But, for see a truly spectacular outdoor array of years ago.. Purchase groups used to 
Orientation article), as well as offer my every Yang there's a Ym. A short walk sculpture by Moore, Calder and the remind the campus of the tragedy and 
own biased view on some of the history out the North exit of campus will bring like. At night, especially when the have Outreach every Valentine's Day, 
cithecampus. you to a gate, (conveniently bent and Christmas tree is lit (.they usually tum but two suicides and numerous attempts 

Most people are aware of the mangled) which allows relatively easy it off by midn ight) the grounds are later, the Administration has done what 
Supreme Court's recent decision access to the airport, j ust a stone's beautiful, especially if you like many consider little to prevent future 
CIlI:Jawing "immoral" sexual conduct throwaway from the end of the runway. meticulousness in your gardens and occurrences. Hear hear for the students 
lletween consulting adults in the As much as I hate to use this forests . It is said that the grounds are who started the Hotline and the Faculty 
privacy of their own homes and of Big expression, watching a plane take off protected by sophisticated sensing who support it. Boo hiss to the 
AI D'Amato and Uncle Ronnie's crusade from the end of the runway "is like devices and there are certainly guards, Administration's lack of sufficient 
fir mandatory drug testing and the like. awesome,. t?tally awesome." This once one gave us a tour and free Pe~si. support for this service. Anyway, the 
Since most, if not all , SUNY Purchase pleasant plcmc spot could also get you One more interesting fact... seems like tunnels can be a darn exciting place. 
II1Idents will no doubt be religiously a Vic Morrow helicopter cut if not you always hear of the benevolent They lead under the mall and PAC, it 
ctlservant of the High Court's decision, careful. Westchester County Airport marketers of "new generation" Pepsi just takes a little snooping out to find 
IS well as volunteer for urine tests doesn't have the best safety record. and their contributions to Purchase, like the right entrance. 
(soundslike a good idea eh Sheldon?), I We've had two or more planes land in next year's 1.5 million to Summerfare. For the more adventurous.. well, 
Ihought I'd share some additional the lake on the other side of the airport, F~nny how there never seems ~ b~ a you've heard of the sewers of Paris? 
~tivities you can tum your roommate and one pass 50 degrees over the dorms dime for need-based or mmorIty Some Purchase storm sewers have been 
in to Public Safety for. , and crash land past the frisbee fields ~ schOl~shi~s and general suP.port of ~e explored, for there is room in some. 

My attorney, (well, actually he s ,the ~t .~ve y~s. U~e your head, don t educatIOnal struc~e (endowmg a chair, Hey! Don't be Stupid! Take a reserve 
eDtering her second year of law school), 
mvises me not to advocate any of the 

lose I~ It s relatlvely unportant for your 
educatlon. . 

for example). Kmd "of makes ~o~ 
won~er what type of a new generatlon 

light, leave someone to call the SWAT 
team if you're not back for finals and 

following (or a violent overthrow of the ~o the West PepsI really s~~s f~r. <?h yes, the most of all check the weather forecasts. 
U.s. government, so what does s/he. Golf: NothlOg could be more answer to the trivia question .. a polo Also, be careful, there's all kinds of 
bow). I therefore offer this legal romantic than a pleasant nightime stro~l club. . things living in storm sewers (and you 
cklaimer. down the Cottage Avenue campus eXit At the GeographIC Center thought Cap'[ Ford of Public Safety 

tLEGAL DISCLAIMER* (look on your maps, it's there) to the Purchase Perches: Did you know that lived in New Rochelle) . 
In no case, never, ~t no time, never golf course. Just imagine the immense. you can see the Long Island Sound . 

ever, in no situation, never ever never, manicured lawn and grounds at your and from the Library roof? The roofs of 
a't do any of the following... your loves disposal. The gentle rolling Purchase have wonderful views whether There are many other nighttime 

Illegal and Fun to the North slopes, the soft green grass of a putting from Nat Sci, the Dorms or other activities o~ campus. Whether it's the 

Highpoint Ever notice the imposing 
6ght stone, Gothic mansion on the hill 

green, the sensuality ~f a sand trap. .. 
aaahhh. For added excitement why not 

b~ildings.' altho.ugh ac~ss can often be 
difficult if not ImpoSSible. These roo~s 

old overgrown formal gardens behind 
Administration, the wind sculpture 

behind the gym. Some joke that the bring along a set of clubs or maybe can also be extremely dangerous. Don t behind the PAC (kind of boring calm 

IItDcture is the SUNY Purchase switch flags on holes or simply move even attempt the Library. If there's the nights), or the ever popular rearranging 

Graduate school and perhaps it is . then over a few feet. Don't feel bad, slightest bit of condensation it's a lot and/or stacking of the tables and chairs 

Highpoint is a mental rest home, 
asylum and rehabilitation retreat for of 

some of Westchester's ~d ~e cou~Il!"s 
finest play here. ?ust I~agtne r:u1OI~g 

harder climbing down ~at up, an~ some 
people have .gotten fa~ly hurt 1o. the 

in the dining hall at 4 a.m., the key is a 
simple adventurous spirit. 

Westchester'S finest. They have nice an mM of Amenca V Ice PreSident s attempt. Public Safety IS really uptight Please note: All these suggestions 

&rounds, old sheds and intersting entire day, and it's worth it. about this one. . for activities though frowned upon by 

IIruClUres to explore, as well as a good To the South Beneath the GeographIC the legal community, are 

l£w. Oh yeah, they also have guards, Pepsico: Trivia Question: What was Center non-destructive and show respect for 

bat tha(s what makes it fun . on the South side of Anderson Hill The tunnels: Access to the tunnels where you are, (well maybe not 

Illegal and Fun to the East Road before Pepsico? A) Cocacolaco B) and underground sections of Purchase switching flags at the golf course but 

Westchester County Airport: We aU Polo club C) Golf course. Answer is at had been steadily shrinking. This is due who cares about that one). 0 

~~CCED 

Beat 

Ultimate: 
Rocking 

Around the 
, Region! 

By PETER BURNHAM 
Beat Ultimate has accumulated an eight 

~ 
.

seven record overall so far this season. 
~nst colleges we are eight and three, 

ing of course that the four times we 
flayed club teams we lost. 

Club teams are frequently better than 
college teams and for good reasons. 

a new ultimate player will first be 
i.q!osed to the game while in college and 

fmally he has mastered the game, he 
Blbrusted out of college and out into the 
~ cold world.What is an ultimate 
]\Ia)u to do? 

lask you! Well, that's what club teams 
Ie all about. They nurture the poor 
&ebJe plastic minded soul and give for 
iii! a borne, where he can toss to · his 
DIs content, knowing all the time that 
JD one will ommit him from his team 
IIYe for his own ability to play. 

The Beat however, proved to be one of 
1&best college teams in the region, with 
JIIIIe excellent games against those clubs. 
panng the tournam~ent held here on 

Beat Ultimate catches their frisbees on the great lawn. 

September 13/14, the Beat lost to Yo ' a little clear thinking towards the game 
Mama of Washington D.C. 9-13 and R 
and B of New Jersey 7-13. Those games 
were highly competitive competitions. 
Ours is a young team, fielding many new 
players. To have done as well as we did 
was a great achievement. By spring our 
level of play should rival those two 
teams. 

This past weekend saw us head for the 
mountains of Massachusetts and the 
Ultimate Affair, held annually on the 
campus of the university of that state. 
While ~here, we posted a 3-2 record, 
rocking Bucknell 13-7, MIT 13-8 and 
Yale 13-10. All three teams clearly need 
work on both offense and defense. Their 
spirit towards the game however, (a spirit 
that permeates throughout all great 
Ultimate teams), is ever present and with 

the Beat should be kept well on their toes. 
The losses came to the Washington 

Yarbles 7-13 and New York Kaboom 
9-13. · Commenting on the Kaboom 
game, Ernie Willvonseeder had this to 
say: "They came on the field thinking 
they were going to play some shitty 
college team but instead we snuck up on 
them and scored nine points." 

This weekend coming up, Pare~ts 

weekend, the Beat have a home 
tournament out on the Great Lawn. There 
will be five or six teams from around our 
section. It should all prove to be some 
very exciting games. So come on out and 
support your local Ultimate team. Bring 
Mom! First game will begin at eleven 
o'clock. See you out there. 0 
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:fhe Sporting 
Life at Purchase: 

Men's Soccer 
The soccer team continuing to look 

for its first kill of the season, has 
posted an 0-4-3 record thus far. There 
most recent encounter was with SUNY 
Maritime. Neails Farber, a halfback 
spoke to me about the game. "I thought 
we played very well, against a good 
team. Some tough brakes on offense, 
which if they had gone our way, could 
have swung the game in our favour." 

Women's Volleyball, 

Tennis 


Womens' volleyball team has a 1-6-0 
record so far and worn ens' tennis has 
posted a 2-2-0 record. 

Men's Basketball 

Tryouts 


All you folks who would like to play 
basketball for SUNY purchase, please 
attend the October 15 tryouts! They 
will be held at 7 p.m. in the main gym. 
A MEDICAL FROM THE HEALTH 
SERVICE ON CAMPUS IS A 
PREREQUISITE. 
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Erotic Psyche 
On Tuesday, 

Visiting 

ARTISTS 'ON THE FRINGE' 

By ANITA RIVERA daily activities. 

During the 198~87 academic year Project Build a Bean Garden 
funding from the Visual Arts (1980) is a prime example. Here she 
Department and the Student Union will creates a bean garden inspired . by 6th 
launch the Visiting Artist Lecture century Japanese gardens. Beans and a 
Series. The series, which began few extraneous found objects cover a 
September 7th will include wooden floor. A bell sound is made by 
approximetely 16 artists who will give the amplification of bare feet walking 
one hour slide, video or film lecture on beans in the garden. Her 
presentations every Tuesday in the fall environmental piece makes the 
and Thursday in the spring, both at viewer/participant listen as if they have 
11:30 a.m. in Room 1016 in the never heard it, look as if they have 
Visual Arts Building. never seen it before and investigate 

what they already know. The lecture series will revolve 
around the theme "On The Fringe" and Bradley Eros and Aileen Mare are a 
will include artists who in some way multi-media performance partnership 
work outside the traditionally dealing with trans-mythic gender 
sanctioned classifications of western splicing, subversive blood languages 
"High Art". The series is intended to and kino-sonic apparatuses of totems 
expose students, faculty and the and taboos that challange and extend the 
community to a diverse variety of art limits of the erotic. Not since the days 
forms ~d disciplines, most of which of eyeball slashing in "un Chien 
are outside of The SUNY Purchase Andalou" have artists so successfully 
curriculum. The invited speakers share shaken up their audiences. Eros and 
an obsessive artistic vision and craft Mare's richly layered tapestries of 
which can be defined within parameters hallucinatory images are riddled with 
that are part of the culture and not provocative events, they guarantee to 
limited to the interests of the art world. shock, to titilate or to produce fissions 

Alison Knowles is an inventor of of pleasure. 
environmental bookworks, inter-media Adam Purple began his Garden of 
per- formances, printmaking and Eden in 1972 by carting manure from 
typography. She is an original member Central Park's bridle paths to an 
of Fluxus, which remains on the fringe abandoned lot on the lower East Side. 
of contemporary art criticism. The Now threatened with destruction by the 
impact of her collaborations with John - city, Purple's geometric, living 
Cage still remain unrecognized. earthwork bears such exotica as wild 

Ms. Knowles feels that her blackberries, lavendar and a rare Chinese 
performances her prints and her Empress tree. 
environments are designed to put the "On the Fringe" artists represent 
spectator/performer in touch with the diverse and highly creative art forms 
himlherself and the real world. She is that remain on the outskirts of accepted 
interested in touching, awakening and art in the conventional art world. They 
activating certain personal responses continue to struggle on the fringe of 
through the use of found objects and accomplishment 
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The Northeast's largest selection of 

fine and commerdal art supplies 

over 150,000 items, !ill discounted. 
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October 28, the unconscious; images of sex at 
Artists Lecture Series will violence in search of the androgynWI 

present Bradley Eros and Aline Mare. utopian hermaphrodite in a synthesis" 
They are a multi-media performance duo live performance, film, photos, m .. 
working with film, video, slides, text, ritual and shadow magic; 
sound, theatre and installation. During "Pyrotechnics" is a shifting dialopa 
their three years of collaboration, through time of Tesla and Prometheaa 
they've presented work in dozens of the ecstasy of transmissioq; 
clubs., galleries and performance spaces. knowledge, power and the danglWll 
Their show is called Erotic Psyche and fireworks of creation. "Hystery" isa 
is modular in nature. It consists of five transmutation of mystery/h 
segments: "Venus to Penis," hysteria. "Cassandra" is the sound " 
"Pyrotechnics," "Hystery," "Cassandra: words within words. The visions 
Seething at the Mouth" and "Mutable visionary denied. The mad prop_ 

F· speaking in tongue-tied tongues ID IIre. " 
"Venus to Penis" is a multi-media dead receiver. "Mutable Fire" is I 

modem myth with one of the swiftly-sliced nighunare of history 
original realizations from erotic autobiography. 

Cities iIi 'Celebration 
On Tuesday, October 21, the with a fresh sense of .life by creatiltc 

Visiting Artists Lecture Series will expansive 

devices that have developed :)ut of 
site-specific process in ..L-....'.r..~ 

events that surround 

present Marilyn Wood, engage a large audience with ' the boil 
dancer/choreographer. She will present environment. Its collaborativt 

Cities in Celebration, a multi-image interdisciplinary structure is a flexible. 

presentation of the environmental tool for artists to make cities 

performance concepts expressed in her livable. 

work and that of The Celebration The presentation focuses on 

Group. In residencies working with from residencies in New 

dancers, composers, mUSICians, Cincinnati, Tulsa, Kansas City 

sculptors, visu;U artists, fIlmmakers and Cambridge and internatiorial ,residenci.ll 

laser and light designers, these artists in Hong Kong, Japan, Iran 

develop an agenda of performance work Australia. The visuals v 
demonstrate the innovative aesth"::.which uses the actual cityscape as a set 


piece for their unique form of theatre 

and participation structures whereby 

they involved a large public directly in 

various dimensions of their events. 

These collaborations, evolving out of a 

design process which interfaces their 

arts materials with the qualities of the 

spaces, structures, local imagery and 

people/energies involved.. have produced 

a substantial body of works for cities 

and occasions of many kinds across the 

U.S. and abroad. 


Celebrations imprint urban spaces 


Alumnus Chosen as Whitney F 
. ~ 

By LISA M. CARLEY 

Catherine Clarke and Linus Coraggio, two sculptors who graduated from 
the Visual Art Department at SUNY Purchase were among twenty- seven 
young artists and art historians chosen from across the world to participate in 
the Independent Study Program of the Whitney Museum this fall. This 
program, sponsered annually by the museum, is open to graduate students in 
the History of Art and to fine artists working in all mediums. Admission 10 
this program is highly competitive and there is a high level of prestigious 
associated with it. Congratulations to two SUNY alumnus who are doing weD 
in the "real world." 

http:residenci.ll


Traci Lord's Ex Lovers performing at the Beat 

Under Aged Attraction At The Beat 

By SCOTT CASHER 

I've become extremely bored and 
annoyed with today's tidal wave of 
pretentious, commercial pop music. I 
refuse to be brain washed by major 
record companies and radio stations 
around the country that are providing 
this insulting slop. What puzzles me 
is why the teenagers of today, who are 
the one's buying these records and 
tuning into the stations that play them, 
are actually happy with this attempt at 
music. They've been transformed into 
tasteless slush and long as record sales 
stay up the rest of us will have to 
suffer. 

Last week at The Beat in Port 
Chester I observed an honest effort 
toward pleasurable music: a band 
known as Traci Lord's Ex Lovers. 
(They are named after a 14 year old porn 
star that no one knew was 14 until all 
her tapes had to be removed from video 
stores.) These four Brooklyn based 
boys gave an appealing performance 
considering they've only been playing 
together for three months. The band 
members are Ben Reiser on lead vocals, 
Merrill Friedman on drums, Chad 
Pilieri on bass guitar and Allen 
Broadman on rythyrn guitar. Ben and 

Merrill are both students at SUNY 
Purchase. 

They opened their first set with a 
slow, tranquil ballad which broke into a 
thrashing, hardcore, un-rythymic 
combinations of chords and words. 
Reiser stood centerstage, holding the 
microphone stand in a more
than-disorderly manner to complement 
the style of music. With sarcastic 
arrogance and a bit of humor, Reiser 
struggled to stay on key throughout the 
evening. Freidman and Pilieri kept the 
rythym of the band together as best 
they could. The guitarist, Allen 
Broadman, maintained his fast paced, 
distorted rythyms which added a nice 
edge to their hardcore/pop sound. Their 
songs were well-written and very 
catchy. Although the Ex Lovers were a 
bit unrehearsed, their identity as a band 
was easily discemable. They are fed up 
with wimpy pop and have taken actions 
to mock it. I enjoyed several of the Ex 
Lovers' original songs, especially "I 
Want Sex," "My Baby Dyed Her Hair 
and Got a Permanent" and "Haunting 
Stereo." The band's frnest moment was 
when Friedman came out from behind 
his drums and played an accoustic 
guitar, satirical version of Gary 

Collaborative Efforts at BAM 

By MATTHEW BROOKOFF 
There are very beautiful moments 

in the John Cage/ Merce Cunningham 
Roaratorio, An Irish Circus on 
Finnegans Wake which recieved i~ 
American primier at the Brooklyn 
Academy of Music Tuesday night, but 
mostly there are moments and a few too 
many of them . Roaratorio is a long 
piece (I would say at least an hour 
though I was not wearing a watch) and 
Cunningham's creative imagination is 
amazingly fertile here for he unleashes a 
fascanating stream of movement and 
variations on this movement. The 
problem I had was that there was too 
much movement. Roaratorio prac
tically runs the gamit of the 
Cunningham technique. A point is 
reached somewhere in that hour where 
the steady barrage of movement numbs 
your senses. Even the pauses are not 
restfull, the momentum of the piece is 
lOO great and the Cage score continues 
throughout. When toward the end the 
dancers stand still in three groups of 
three and a group of six, it is beautiful 
but more so, it is a relief. 

There certainly are wonderful 
aspects to this piece. First there is the 

splender and versility of the 
Cunningham technique. Without 
adopting an alien vocabulary, 
Cunningham suggests jigs, reels, and 
other traditional Irish folk dances. 
Simply by manipulating spacial 
relationships of dancers or choreo
graphing rhythmic eccentricities, a 
social dance aura is created. Early on 
Dennis O'Connor (a recent SUNY 
Purchase graduate) and Victoria 
Finlayson set the tone as they quickly 
bring their right leg to pose while 
taking plie on the left and bending the 
torsoe to the worldng leg. They then 
return the leg to forced arch, crossed in 
front of the other. This is done with 
great spead and repitition and in this 
way it gains, of all things, a hoe-down, 
knee slapping quality. Cunningham 
suggests a folk sensibility yet remains 
clearly within his established 
movement vocabulary. Although new 
to the company, O'Connor dances with 
an assurity and command of technique 
that betray his youth. The only thing 
that gives him away as new to the 
company is the freshness with which he 
dances. 

There is no direct narrrative 

Newman's new wave hit "Cars." The 
next song, this time attacking Billy 
Joel, was "It's Just a Fantasy," played 
in a hardcore vein. 

The band had some trouble 
sustaining their second set due to a lack 
of original material. They did, 
however, play several requests from the 
drunken audience in their own, hilarious 
style. The first was an abbreviated 
version of Led Zepplin's 
"Communication Breakdown," which 
only Friedman and Broadman knew. 
Reiser managed to adlib the vocals in a 
whining voice as Pilieri looked on. 
Others were their own, quick version of 
the Sex Pistol's "God Save the Queen" 
and an even quicker version of "Johnny 
B. Goode." The Ex Lovers ended the 
evening with two encores: "Purple 
Haze" by Jimi Hendrix and "Wild 
Thing" by the Troggs. 

Traci Lord's Ex Lovers are 
definitely not your average local band. 
I don't know if this quartet is planning 
any other gigs but if they are and there's 
nothing good on T.V., you might want 
to pay a few bucks to see these guys. I 
left the show with a spiteful smile and 
a feeling of hope for a future of today's 
underground music. 

connection to James Joyce's Finnegans 
Wake, the inspiration for Roaratorio, 
yet there is a oneness of aesthetic 
concern between Cunningham and 
Joyce. In the non-stop barrage of 
movement there is an overwhelming 
sense of stream of consciousness . 
Movement just flows out onto the 
stage: one phrase connected to another 
in ways which don't appear contrived . 
Variations on movements are so 
intricate that it seems they could have 
only emerged from a freely associating 
mind or body. Also, the variations are 
so detailed it seems Cunningham is, 
exploring the perameters of his 
vocabulary. As Joyce was fascinated 
by language and dialect and the aural 
relationships between words, 
Cunningham explores movement in 
Roaratorio with a similar scrutiny and 
com pleteness. 

In closely observing the detail and 
intricacies of Cunningham's movement, 
Roaratorio is often fascinating yet it 
could not sustain my interest for the 
duration. Clearly it was worth the trip 
to the Brooklyn Academy of Music. I 
must confess that at this writting, I've 
only seen the piece once and it was 
under poor conditions. I suspect, 
though, that if I had a chance to see this 
performance again, I might find more to 
appreciate the second time around. 
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Senior 

Company 

Presents ... 


Ex-convicts, penguins in the 
library, and an array of unique and 

.eccentric characters will keep audiences 
roaring with laughter when the 
Division of Theatre Arts and Film at 
SUNY Purchase presents Moss Hart 
and George S. Kaufman's comedy The 
Man Who Came to Dinner. The play 
will be performed on October 16, 17, 
18, 19, 23, 24, and 25 in the Abbott 
Kaplan Theatre (Theatre D), Performing 
Arts Center. Peter Frisch , who 
collaborated with Studs Terkel on 
American Dreams \and has worked 
with such well- known performers as 
Orson Bean, Geraldine Fitzgerald, and 
Elizabeth McGovern, is directing the 
production. 

The Man Who Came to Dinner is 
Sheridan Whiteside, critic, lecturer, wit 
and radio orator. Having dined at the 
home of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley, 
Whiteside falls on their door-step, 
breaking his hip. The Stanley 
household is monopolized by the 
irascible invalid and domestic 
tranquility is completely destroyedl 
Amidst the havoc "love" finds a way to 
prevail and Whiteside departs from the 
Stanley home triumphantly ... or does 
he? 

The director of over 150 classic 
and contempory plays, musicals, 
cabaret and opera, Peter Frisch comes to 
SUNY Purchase from recent projects 
in New York City and from the Hyde 
Park Festival Theatre, where he served 
as Producing Director. Nationally 
known as a coach of actors and singers, 
he has enjoyed extended tenures on the 
faculties of Harvard, Juilliard and 
Boston Universities. 

The Man Who Came to Dinner 
will be performed at 8:00 p.m. on 
October 16, 17, 18,23,24, and 25 and 
at 3:00 p.m. on October 19 and 25. 
Tickets are $5 .00 general admission . 
Students can purchase tickets in advance 
for $2.50 with student LD. 

Peter Frisch, Director 

Art and Politics 

Arturo Arias will be speaking 
on "Art and Politics in Central 
America" on Tuesday, Oct. 28 at 
7PM in the Humanities Theater. 
Arias is an exiled Guatamalan 
writer and sociologist perhaps 
best known for the screenplay for 
the film El Norte. The lecture is 
part of the Students' Union 
Social Artist Lecture Series. 
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A Stone's Throw 

By Jesse Stone 

Friends we've got trouble, right here at SUNY --<. 

Purchase, with a capitol T and that rhymes with P and 
that stands for Pool. It also rhymes with 0 for Dry, B for Swimming In The Morning 
Bored, and G for Gamble -- which are, respectively, what By Peter Burnham 
I was, what I became, and what I did the last time I went 
swimming at the gym. I don't like going to bed at ten o'clock at night. 

Yes friends, I am a sinner. And I am not alone! Oh I don't like having to wake up at five thirty in the

R no, not alone! The sin of gambling runs amok at the morning.
Purchase gymnasium, and I am not the fIrst to fall into I don't like driving out in the early morning darkness, 
its trap. with its chilling aunosphere, driving down those 

And it is so easy a pit to fall into! Make no mistake! ice-ridden back country roads. 
When you are standing by the side of the pool watching I don't like putting on that goddamn skimpy bathing 
some grandparent or corporate executive splash and bob suit, revealing my bulging extremities. 
his way down the lane, I know how easy it is to place I don't like getting in that pool. It's cold. The damn 
five dollars on the geriatric in the blue trunks and cheer water. 
him on from the sides. But fiiends, Senior Citizen and It bothers every last cell in my damn body. 
Yuppie racing is not the answer to your troubles, it is I don't like doing all those laps. 
the beginning of them! Those repetiti ve laps, over and over 

Now, I know that you are all good people. I know and over again. 
that you only go to the pool to swim, and that it is only G and again. 
the shock, the disappoinunent, and yes, even the anger of 

But somehow, when all the laps have been swum, fmding the lanes full of community members that 
and I take that warm shower, that beautiful warm shower,prompts you to bet on which young urban professional 
and I slip out of my bathing suit and into my clothes.will fmish the lap fIrst, or on which grandfather will 
and I walk along that pool deck, 

float the longest, and more closely resemble a sun-dried 
and out the back door, 

California prune when he gets out. 
and I see quite suddenly, I know that the temptation is great, but we must be 


that the night has changed to day, a beautiful day, 
greater. For though these small wagers may seem 

and I look out on that warm blue sky, filled with white 
harmless enough, they are the frrst ruinous steps along 
clouds,and,the road to untold moral depravity. 

I feel the strength in my arms and shoulders and my legs,
How great is the distance, friends, between these 
Somehow,tmaI.I wagers, and betting on which seven-year-old will 
Somehow it all, pee in the diving tank frrst? How long before we begin to 
Somehow it all seems worth it.ogle grandmothers' wet bathing suits in some perverse 

version of a Miss Grey America pageant? How long 
before we start breeding faster, more buoyant yuppies on A Rose Undone 
secluded farms under inhuman conditions? Certainly there By Lloyd Marc Kommel 
R too many community memberships to our gym, and 
Iicourse we are all filled with bitterness at not being As twilight comes 
Ible to see the water for all of the floaters, bobbers, I remember our home fife 
sinke1s, and splashers. Naturally we are all filled with our garden shack 
mguish at not being able to find a place to swim in our deep in the mountain valley of must-needs 
campus pool. But friends, gambling is not the answer. the deep, enchanted scent of you oHave you considered jogging? whispers on the ra~1io -....,the silent glow of candles blur your form 

with languor in a speechless paradise 

Such a simple memory 
now flowing empty in my chest 

For how we learned to expect it 
for how the intention faded 
For how the subtleties struck us 
blindly from one another 

Was it to learn a lesson, perhaps??? 

·r But if only the tears would leave me :>.. 
Co)that there could be resolution once again ...r c:: 
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MAJOR ACQUISmONS 
SINCE 1980: SELECI'ED 

MURRAY PERAHIA. JUnist 
will perform at the Pu

GROWN ups, a play by Jules 
Feiffer will be presented by 

TIlE ENIGMA OF K,,"""iPAI 

HAUSER (1975), a 
VISUAL ARTS 

GOVERNMENr AS 
PA1RON: WALKERAND 
GILLE'ITE, an exlubitioo 
of photographs of buildings 
in Westchester designed by 
the architects Walker and 

'-' 
Gillette will be on view at 
the Bridge Gallery on the 
second floor of the 
Michaelian Office Building 
at 148 Martine Avenue in 
White Plains through 
January 5. (914) 285-2934 

AMERICAN FURNI1URE 
FROM WESTCHESTER 
COLLEC- nONS: 1650 
-1880, an exhibition of 
antique American furniture 
will be shown at the 
Kahooah Gallery at 28 

~ ... BedfO'd Road in Katooah 
through November 8. (914) 
232-9555 

~ 

LARRY D'AMICO (a 
Purchase graduate) will 
exJnbit landscape paintings 
and silkscreem of West
chester and the Hudson 
River Valley at the Hudson 
River Gallery at 217 Main 
Stteet in Ossining through 
November 28. (914) 
762-5300 

SELECTIONS FROM TIlE 
ARTISTS FILE, an annual 
exhibition chosen ex
clusively from their slide 
registry of unaffiliated 
artists will continuetbrough 
October 18 at Artists Space 
(232 Broadway, NYC). 
This year's show focuses 00. 
issues currently of interest 
in cultural history, language 
and science. 

TIlE INTERPRE11VE 
LINK: ABS'IRACf 
SURREALISM INI'O 
ABS1RACf EXPRES
SIONISM, is a show rI. 94 
worts on paper by 22 artists 
including Arshile Gorky, 
Hans Hofmann, Robert 
Motbc2well, Jackson 
Pollack. Mark Rodlko and 
0Ihers. This exJnbitim at 
the Whitney Museum at the 
Equitable CeIlt& Of:1· 
Seventh Avenue, NYC) 
exa.mines drawings that are 
neitbez representation3I or 
abstract aeated between 
1938-48: (212) 554-1113 

ANGLES OF VISION: 
fRENCH ART TODAY is 
now on ex1nbit at the 
Guggenheim Museum (1071 
Fifth Avenue, NYC). (212) 
360-3500 

VIENNA AT TIlE TIJRN OF 
TIlE CENTURY is still 00 

exhibit at the Musuem of 
Modem Art (11 West 53 
Stteet, NYC) featuring 
W<X'ks by Gustav Klimpt and 
may other artists active 
between 1890-1920. 

PAINl1NGS AND 
SCUIPrURE is a se1ec
tim rI. 54 of 450 W<Rs 
acquired so far this decade 
by the Whitney Museum 
(945 Madison Avenue). The 
exhibition spans 70 years rI. 
American art including 
artists like Thomas Hart 
Benton. Morton Schamberg, 
Joseph Stella, Jooalhan 
Borofsky, Jasper Johns, 
Edward Rusch&, Judy Pfaff 
and Eric FISChl. 
(212) 570-3633 

DANCE 


LOUISVll..LE BALLEr, 
acclaimed for its ~ and 
lively classical style, will 
perf<X'm at the Per-forming 
Am Center 00 Saturday,
October 25, at 8pm in 
TheatteA. ' 

HUMPHREY DANCE 
ENSEMBLE AND 
FRIENDS, a joint benefit 
perf<X'mance aiding the Grace 
Church Community Center 
and the ensemble, Will. be 
held at the Irvington Town 
Hall1beatre 00 SabJrday, 
October 18, at 8pm. GrieSt 
artists from the ensemble, the 
Rebecca Kelly Dance . 
Company, Rondo Dance 
1beatte, JAZZr DANCE and 
others will rform. 

(914f631-67n (X' 

591-6602 

FACULTY/ALUMNI DANCE 
CONCERT will be held at 
~attan~ College 00 
Friday evemng, October 24, 
at 8:15pm. (914) 694-2200 
x458 

MUSIC 
VIENNA, TURN OF TIlE 

CENTURY, a multi-media 
program will include peJ'
formanres of cabaret songs 
and modem W<Rs as well as 
film. and slide pesentalioos 
wiIh Harold Lewin, pianist, 
and Sheila Schonlxun, 
'soprano. It will be held at 
the Adult Music CeDIel' of 
the Westchester 
Conservatory of Music in 
White Plains at 8po 00. 

Friday, October 17. 
(914)761-3715 

TIIREE CHORAL 
MASTERS: HAYON, 
MOZART AND 
MENDELSSOHN will be 
performed by the Taghkanic 
Clxx'ale with Dennis Keane 
directing at ,the Paramount 
Center for the Am in 
Peekskill at 8pm 00 

Saturd8y, October 18 
(914) 962-3017 a
739-2333 


MARIAN MC PARTLAND 
DUO wi.Il perform a jazz 
concert at the PAC in 
1beatte B on Friday, 
October 24, at8pm. 

forming Am Center 00. 

Saturday, October18, at 

.8pm in 1breatte A. His 

program will include the 

Beethoven Sooatas Op. 28 

and Op. 109; the Schumann 

Sonata in G minor and the 

Berg Sooata Op. 1. 


WESTCHES1'ER 
SYMPHONY ORCHES'IRA 
will feature pianist Grant 
JohalJllP.SeD playing works 
by Brahms, Ravel, Faure 
and Tchaikovsky at the PAC 
on SabJrday, October 25, at 
8pm. 

ERIK BERCHOf, pianist, 
will perf<X'm as part of the 
Young Concert Artists 
series at the PAC on Sunday, 
October 26, at 3pm in 
1beatteC. 

PHILHARMONIA 
VJRTUOSI with sixteen 
vinuoso soloists will 
perform an All Solos Day 
on October 26 at 3pm at the 
PAC. The program will 
include Mozart's "Con
certone fO' Two Violins, K. 
190," Martinu "Diver
timento Serenade No.4," 
Martin "Concerto for Seven 
Winds, Timpani, Percussion 
and Strings," Hummel 
"Sinfonia Concertante." 

AN AFI'ERNOON WITH 
VERDI, aprogram of arias 
and duets from Verdi's 
operas will also offer 
Ge<X'ge Jellinek of WQXR 
as cormnentator. This will 
be presented by Performers 
of Westchesler and held in a 
hoo1e in Scarsdale at 4pm 00. 

Sunday, October 19. 
(914) 693-1151 

TIIE MERCY OF'ITIUS by 
Mozart will be p:esented by 
the Strawberry Opera 
Company in the Soouner 
Center at Concordia 
College in Brmxvi11e at 3 
pm 00. SUnday, October 19 
(914) 337-9300 x135 

TlHIlBATliB 

TIIEMANWHO CAME TO 
DINNER. {See pevioos 
article) 

.NIGHr OF TIIEIGUANA by 
Tennessee Williams will be 
presented at the HarIman 
1beatte at the Stamford 
Center for the Am through 
October 17. 
(203) 324-6781 

BIG APPLE COMEDY 
REVIEW featuring COOlics 
from. New York City and 
Los Angeles will be held ~ 
October 17 at 9pn at me 
Campus Center of Pace 
Univer- sity in Pleasantville. 
(914) 993-3648 

the F.melin Theatre 00 


Library Lane in Mama

roneck oo.1bursday, 

Friday and Saturday, 

October23,24,25,at 

8:3Opn and on Sunday, 

October 26 at 4pm. 

(914) 698.0098 

PHll.IP ARNOULT, pioneer 
in experimental threatre, 
will be at Manhattanvi1le 
College. The Department of 
Dance and Drama will 
present this free per
formance/lecture 00 \ 

October 29 at 7pm in the 
West Room. of Reid Hall. 
(914) 694-2200 

11IE EMPIY ROOM: AN 
EVENING OF ONE ACT 
PLAYS BY SHEL Sll..VER
STEIN will be presented by 
East Coast Arts at Wildcliffe 
in New Rochelle on Wed
~y,Tbursday,Friday 
and Saturday evenings at 
8pm and Sundays at 3pm 
through November 9. 
(914) 632-1978 

FILM 


THE STUDENT UNION 

FILM SERIES presents at 

7:30 and 10:00 unless 

otherwise indicated: 


On Tuesday~ October 16, in 
CNN b!l..qmem Hail Mary 
and The Boolc ofMary 
(1985) Goddard's Catholic 
earthquake is really not so 
blasphmlous. A modem 
fable about everyone's 
favorite martyr, Jesus 
ChrisL The gospel 
8CC<X'ding to a great 
fihmnaker. 
On October 17,18,19 in the 
Humanities Theatre Back to 
the FUlIITe (1985). 
On~21Giant 
(1956) Elizabeth Taylor, 
Rock Hudson and James 
Dean (in his final pelfO'
mance) play out one of 

. 	Hollywood's grandest epics. 
Humanities Theatre. 
On October 28 The Thing 
(1951) Forvegetarians 
ooly. A sci-fi original. 
CNN basement 

Heelthy, Orgonlc Food 
Open Four DOYs 0 Week: 

Hours Posted 

film will be shown at !be 
Academic Arts TbeaIre II 
Westchester Community 
College in Valhalla (II. 
Friday, October 17. 
(914) 285-67~ 

IKIRU (1952) , aJapanese 
film 
will be shown at the 
Academic Arts Theatre. 
Westchester Community 
College in Valhalla 00 
Friday, October 17. 
(914) 285-6700 

TIlE WINDOW AND 
THRESHOLDS OF 
VISION. Four aVanl_ 
fIlms related to the theme 
the wfudow will be 
with commentary by Dr. 
Tom Gunning, Assistant 
Profes- SO' of Film here 
Purchase, whO will offer 
insights into the variety of 
styles and periods rep
resented by the films. 'Ibis 
event will take place in die 
Museum Study at the 
Neuberger Museum on 
Sunday, October 19, at 

M1lSCIBlLQ 

lLANlBOUS 
HAYDEN CARRU1lI, poet. 

will read his works at the 
Warner Library in Tarry
town at 3pm, Saturday, 
October f8. (914) 631 

ON THE FRINGE, the 
Visiting Artists Lecture 
will ~Marilyn WoocI. 
danCci"/choreogr~, (II. 

Tuesday, OctOOei 21 at 
11 :3Oam in the Visual AI1I' 
Building, Room 1016. On 
October 28 at II:3Oam 
willpresentBradk
Aline Mare,.Erode 
the same room. (see
previoos article) 

Meetings Thur., Fireside Lounge 
lOp.m. 
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FLIK: Four Down, None To Go 

FUK: They run North, the dining hall, the buffer, and now the Pub. Dana and Ellen's in the gym folded. 

1bere is now no place to dine on campus except for FLIK. As poor students, and human beings in need of 
llrilion, this fills us with no small amount of trepidation and discouragement. If the Pub follows the pattern of 
North and the dining hall in tenns~of food quality Purchase will have succeeded in fulfilling Qne of it's many 

-~ypes; the starving artist. 
The decision to have FlJK run the Pub is farther reaching than just the quality of it's food however. There are 

signs, the new pizza ovens for example, that FLIK's Pub pizza might just be edible and appealing at the 
time. But the Pub is more than just a place to eat. On a campus with a conspicious lack of a social center 

herves to bring students together, giving them a place to relax and 'hang out.' The Pub's demise last semester 
,. due to more than a tack of alcohol, it was due to a lack of programming. Unless the management of the 
leW Pub is capable of providing such programming it will be another semester of vacant chairs and no profits. 

ADd, some would say unfortunately, alcohol remains an important part of the social fabric of any college. 
Sblents who are of age to drink should not be unwittingly punished because of the new drinking age. At least 

.

three nights of the week should be scheduled as alcohol nights on a regular basis. FLIK has the coveted 
_license no one else can afford, they should not hesitate to use it. 
Students at Purchase deserve a pub, or a pizza parlor, that Will serve as both a dining alternative and a social 

ClCllter. FLIK has not shown much promise in either of these categories and yet they are now our only choice. IL 
iilp to whatever administrative organs are available, who have even a dim definition of 'fun', to develop a 

for the new pub. It is up to the students to demand more than just a non-alcoholic pizza parlor. 
Otherwise it will be a long winter of private parties and room delivered pizza. 0 

Pets Without Strings 

Three ferrets, two dogs, some mice, a gerbil, a boa constrictor, dozens of cats, and an assortment of birds. 

All these animals have one thing in common. Nothing biological, they are all simply illegal residents in either 
lbeold or the new apartmehts. 

Why are they illegal? Housing says that the pets cause damage to the apartments and. come semesters end, 
IJIDe of the once loved anim.als are abandoned. This causes a headache for housing, and a mess that they must 
draa before the new semester begins. 

There is a way around the problem. Instead of punishing the infractors or making pet owners keep pets, that 
.r air and walking, constantly closed in for fear of detection, simply have students license their pets through 
IlJusing. 

If, at the begj.nning of each semester those individuals that-wanted to have a pet put up a bond of $250.00, _ 
rI which S50.00 would be a non refundable Pet Fee, Housing could both help themselves and aid the 
aIIDDlUJlity. The Pet Fee would be used to cover the costs over the year that pets inevitably cause, minor 
draniJlg,.ne bookeeping necessary to separate pet owners from those allergic to pets -and the cost of dealing.Ihoseowners cruel enough to abandon their pets. The S200.00 bond would be refunded at the end of every 
·1IItStel after an assesment of the aparttnent was made. If, as in most cases, there was no damage the money 
aid be refunded. On the other hand the owner would still be billed for any damage and the first $200.00 
IIIUI be guaranted. 

This system has the advantage of fostering responsibility for the pets rather than denying their existance, as 
., occUrs. It does not seem fair to extend this to the dorms as they are barely suitable for humans let alone 

•.iIting defenceless animals to live in there. 
This campus do not have the fortune of Cornell University which already has pets on campus because a 

•.paws benefactor made it a stipulation of the endowment. Here we will have to work to get our pets, and this 
a good-basis for discussion, unless of course someone wants to leave Purchase a lot of money .. .0 

PURCHASE 
M:ONOpOLY~ 
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For the Sake of Economics 

To the Editor: 

An old dispute which has created much discontent among 
many members of the Custodial Department here at SUNY 
Purchase is heating up again! 

By a unilateral decision the local administration has decided 
to eliminate from the overtime roster all or most of the Janitors 
(Grade 6) in flagrant violation of article 27 of the 
CSEA-STATE agreement which clearly states that "all 
available overtime shall be distributed eqiutably among all 
qualified employees" The Head Janitor. in charge of the 
department, claims that the breaking of the overtime rules is 
necessited by the need to save money for the state and the 
College --as a union member and a Janitor (Grade 6) I happen to 
know that nothing could be further from the truth! 

When a janitor is eliminated, a union member. whose duties 
call for supervising a group of cleaners while working with 
these is depriVed of the contractual rights to share the 
overtime. When you replace a janitor with a Head Janitor 
(Grade 12) and a Supervisor (Grade 9) the scheme constitutes a 
rip off for the finances of the college and also an insull to the 
intelligence of the s1a1e taxpayers! 

To make this absurdity almost crucial. ifnot tragic. we have 
to remember that while the Head Janitor is paid an average of 
$60.00 each time he opens the door of his office on any given 
Saturday or Sunday and the Supervisor (Grade 9) earns 
approximately $120.00 every weekend; a janitor (Grade 6). 
whose earnings are far less and is required to work hard for his 
money. is being kept out of the roster for the sake of 
economics!! ! 

At this point I would like to know if the individual 
responsible to safeguard the finances of the collge. was ever 
made aware of what is going on under his very nose and most 
of all. I would like to know when the region ill representatives 
are going to decide to give my local elected officials the much 
needed cooperation in order to correct once and for all a 
situation which is keeping a large sector of any department in a 
perennial tunnoil! 

We have the rules and it is about time that we compel the 
local administration to abide by them. 

Sincerely, 
Domenick Vita 
Janitor, Custodial Dept. SUNY Purchase 

See Letters, Page 14 
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Letters, from Page 13 

Ignored by the Four 

To the Editor: 

On my way from the VA building to the mailroom today. I 
noticed that the windows and shutters that used to grace the 
south side of the plaza building had been removed. A few 
minutes later. while in route to my apartment, I saw that'the 
wood sculpture on the north side of the plaza building had also 
heeD removed. Later in the day when I mentioned this to my 
apartment mate. he reminded me that the sculpture that used to 
be in the front of the campus by the guard house had been 
removed as well. The questions are what happened to them and 

Smoke Bombed 
To the Editor: 

In a recent article in Time magazine (Sepcember 15. 1986) I 

entitled "America's Crusade; What Is Behind the Latest War on 
Drugs." it is stated that "recent polls .show that drugs have 
become the nation's number one worry." 
~at does this mean? What has made so many people 

worned about the same thing at the same time? I submit that 
the U.S. government (and specifically the Reagan 
Administration) has used crack as a smoke-screen- a 
smoke-screen of immense proportion-- to divert public 
attention from important political issues which it would rather 
avoi~-- issues , such ~ Chemobyl. Nicaragua, Apartheid. 

This whole incident points to a much larger and important abortion. nuclear proliferation, hunger (the U.S. government 
issue which has plagued this campus for too lcmg; specifically. pays .f~ers not to gro~ f~ while milli~ starve). the dire 
Jhe administration's flagrant disregard towards the raisonne d'etre condll1on of the famung mdustry. AIDS. racism. "moral 
of thi~ campus: the student body. Our rights and opinions have. majori~." facism ~ the list grows ~er every day.. 

who Ordered their removal. 

~ Ignored by the big four- Grebstein, Katz., Coughlin and I don t mean to unply that crack IS o.k. It is a very serious 
Slegel- who have separated themselves both physically and problem. but I fmd current propaganda concerning its deadly 
theoretically from the majority of the srudents. faculty and staff threat to the ~untry hard to swallow. From whence comes this 
producing an "us" against "them" attirude which pervades this plethora of radio and T.V. ads. posters, newspaper and llUl8azine 
campus. articles announcing that crack is now Public Enemy #1? 'lime I 

With regard to the matter at hand. the whole question boils mags:.ine calls it the nation's number one worry. Why not? 
down to the accountability of the administrators to their student Ev~here w~ look. there are magltZines. like Time • blitzing 
body. I WANT TO KNOW WHY THE STUDENTS WERE us With the nollon that crack is our biggest problem. 
NOT CONSULTED ABOUT THE REMOVAL OF ~ackreceivedmuchattentionatRA-VuewhentheRAand 
STUDENT SCULPTURE FROM OUR CAMPUS. HOW on~tor-produced show took time to deliver ' a community 
DARE THE POWERS THAT BE ASSUME THAT THEY semce announcement about its dangers. somewhere between a 
CAN ARBITRARILY REMOVE OUR ART WORK ~e showing the Statue of Liberty talking about sex with the 
WITHOUT OUR APPROVAL. This campus is so bleak and Elff~l Tower and some other bizarre character singing Ave' 

allStere that a responsive administration would be striving to Mma. . ' 
add to the meager amount of human and arti.stic touches that <?rack IS a problem. but so are alcohol and tobacco. either of 
already exist and not try to remove them. I'd be interested in which causes more overall harm. in statistical tams., than crack ., 

. knowing \Vhose idea it was to start washing clean the bricks and heroin combined. I resent the administration's use of 
painted by graduating seniors? propaganda to manipulate my views . .I resent "new think" 

tactics. My number one worry is not crack. My nUmber one 
Worry is that I cannot trust my govermnent. .

With mounting dismay towards SUNY furchase, 
Jamie Whiting . 

Two Small Voices 

To the Editor: 
I would like to add to the "One Small Voice" in your 

September 17th issue. which I admired: 
"Positive fIeedom as the realization of the self implies the 

full affirmation of the uniqueness or the individual. Men are 

Si.ncerly. 
Andras Kanegson 

born equal but are also born different... To the Editor: 
"The genuine growth of the self is ... an organic growth, the 

unfolding of a nucleus that is peculiar for this one penon and I must compliment the editors and staff of TM Load on the 
only for him... Organic growth is possible only under the , previous issue. It's finally starting to look like the "Loads" of 
condition of supreme respect for the peculiarity of the self. This days gone by-- days that most current students know little of. 
respect for and cultivation of the uniqueness of the self is the Keep moving forward-- the layout's good and the news is 
most valuable achievement of hwnan culture and it is this very current, with good emphasis on follow-up. The writing. 
achievement that is in danger today... hopefully. will improve some more. 

'''The uniqueness of the self in no way contradicts the Ideally. all students shouid contribute to TM Load. but I 
principle of equality. The thesis that men are born equal know (all too well) how a scant minority bears the load. pun 
implies that they all share the same fun~amental human. intended of prOdUcing the paper. These students should be 
qualities. that they all have the same inalienable claim on recognized as an impo~t put of our campus. spending their 
freedom and happiness ... What the concept of inequality does own time for community service. 
not mean is that all men are alike. II 

ErichFromm, Escape From Frudom 
Sincerely. 
Another Small Voice 

Sincerely. 
Rosanne Lufrano 
Editor-in-<:hief of TM Load, 1984-1985 

Editorial Comment 
World Food Day 

October 16, 1986 

By ROBERT J. COLL, Msgr. 
World Food Day gives us an opportunity to 

some facts related to global hunge!'. Presently, som~ 
million people experience hunge!' on a continuing 
that is, one out of every ten people on planet 
approximately 30 million people in America. 

The average person in the developed world 
more than 3,000 calories a day while a person in 
developing world gets about 2,ooo.calories. It 
remembered that a body at rest needs 1,600 calmes. 

In rural areas of ,poor' countries, the caloric 
people is well below ,the required 1.600. There were 
periods during the Ethiopian famine when a 
received less that 800 calories _a c:ay. Needless to 
malnutrition was rampant. starvation and death 
especially among children under five, expecting 
lactating mothers. 

For a variety of reasons, mostly man-made, the 
of some 200 million people in Africa will be threat.
for years to come because of severe food shortages. 
political structures, cultural deprivation, poor agricul. 
policies, and economic exploitation are, some of 
causes that effect the lives of the poor who hunger. 

However, there is enough food produced each year 
the world to feed every person on planet Earth. We, 
international community, have the know-how and 
to train those in need to grow their own food, and 
have the capability to deliver emergency food to 
who live in remote areas. 

What then is the problem? The problem is that 
lack the will. For some reason, we choose to use 
portions of global economic resources 'to ' 
military capability rather than humanity. Imagine, 
world spends 750 billions of dollars a year for a ..•..·......i 
1.4 million dollars a minute. Some ,.500,000 
are needed for the development. manufacture and 
of the toys of war. Just think of what migld 
accomplished if one third of the international 
commitment to arms were diverted to the developmell4 
the poor who hunger. 

But what can I do? I'm only one person. You ~ 
great deal. You can become a voice for the voicelesdi 
actively participating in the formation o(local, 
and national policies which are more sensitive to 
poor' who hunger. Encourage your local COmm_ 
your church or synagogue, your company. your 
be actively involved in developing of the hungry. 

Were it not for the mystery of life. you and 
children might be part of the 500 million. Every 
then "TAKE A FRIEND TO LUNCH'.' by ser ... _. 
cost of an aftrnoon meal to any local or overseas 
that brings hope to the hungry. 

A· Timeless, :-:Priceless, Process 
By LAINIE DOLINGER 

Toxic wastes are detrimental. poisonous, and 
contaminating New yOrk state. Contamination occurs 
because the hazards of toxic wastes are not confmed to 
the dumps they are disposed in. Toxins permeate the air, 
ground. and water - and stay there. Their dange!' increases 
as time passes and their effects may be devastating. 

The tragedy at Love Canal is an unfortunate example 
of the hazards of toxic waste. The emergency evacuation 
of 500 people was necessary because of a leaking toxic 
waste dump near a residential area. The toxins released 
will, undoubtebly, affect the people from Love Canal for 
the rest of their lives. 

Toxic waste dumps pose a thr,eat to public health, 
drinking water supplies, natural resources, and property 
values. They must be cleaned up. Cleaning up toxic 
waste is a timeless, priceless process. Timeless - as in 
forever. and priceless to our health and pocket ' 

Cleaning up a dump involves three primary steps. The 
surface of the dump must be leveled ' to get rid of any 
lumps. Then a layer of impervious clay, asphalt, or 
plastic sheeting is placed over the entire dump. Then the 

clay "cap" is covered y.'ith topsoil and seeded with grass. million would be provided for purchasing 
The clay "cap" helps prevent rain water from carrying improved and preserved. Half of the $1.2 billioo 
toxins into the ground water. Toxins in the ground water paid by the known companies who dumped toxic 
may be carried to wells, reservoirs, rivers, oceans, etc. in New York, the other half will be paid by taxooveaJ 
and have a'hannful effect Additional systems may be 
used to prevent toxins from being released into the Voter approval of the EQBA is needed to put 
enviromenL Drainage systems installed around and unde!' clean-up project in motion. The New York 
the dump cart trap liquid toxic wastes. and pumps Qike Interest Group, Inc. ' (NYPIRG), wants people to 
those used in water wells) can be used to extract toxins intellegently on Proposition #1 - the EQBA. 
from under the ground. These clean-up systems must be NYPIRG will be having a speakezs bureau, educaliol 
maintained. We cannot afford to ignore any problems- community events, and will be leafletting on. 
they will only get worse. ' day. NYPIRG hopes to reach 500,000 voters 

According to official reports, 223 out of 971 toxic these projects and get them to vote on the bond 
waste dumps in New York state need to be cleaned up '.-
immediately. In Westchester alone, at least six dumps are Hopefully the community will listen to what 
considered a significant tru-eat to public health and the had to Say - the present and all fu1UreS may be anecma 
enviroment by New York state. The Enviromental voter approvaVdisapproval of proposition 
Quality Bond Act (EQBA) may hasten toxic waste. November4. 
clean-up. ' If the proposed EQBA is passed, $1.2 billion If you would like to help NYPIRG in the 
would be provided to clean up toxic waste dumps. $100 New York campaign, call NYPIRG at (914) 
million of the $1.2 billion would be used as interest free or stop by the office on the second floor of 
loan~ to close, municipal landfills. An additional $250 Center North on the SUNY Purchace campus. 



Symptoms "
By DALE PEYSER 

pan one, I brought up a few things that had been 
me for"some time. 

was a potential solution to those problems. 
installment, I will flesh out that basic. framework 
a fully developed system that, as far as I can tell, 

be implemented tomorrow. First though, I am 
to reiterate a few of the basic points I made last 

Honor Code is a simple credo intended to replace 
those silly little rules that make life here at SUNY 

the disconcerting mess that it is. Simply staled, 
like this: any behavior is a-cceptable so long as it 

not cause injury or undue embarrassment to any 
member of the community. What this wording 

does is require 
IIiDonsibility for their own actions. 

incentives and castigations now in effect, we can all 
me dust and cobwebs off of our common sense and 
our own course through that maze of propriety that 
as complex as they would like us to think it is. 

I am certainly not suggesting that problems wouldn't 
By no means can a revolution of consciousness be 

by a single stroke of the pen. And some means 
lI4ealing with ttansgressors will be needed. The basic 

of enforcement would be a judicial board that 
hold a hearing whenever an Honor Case is flied. 

Honor Case would be brought up by anyone who 
that the honor code had been violated. Everyone 

would sit down together and talk about the 
and try to come to some understanding. l'here 

be no gavels or big mahogany tables, powdered 
CI' wilneSS ·stands; just six or eight people sitting in 

hashing things out 
I envision three types of bearings. In each case, the 

By BILL DeBLASIO 
was sitting in the RA Office last night when 

came by and handed me the new copy of The 
Tbe first article that caught my eye was about the 

It IfJted that the Pub would not be serving alcohol 
year, but pizza instead. Not only that, it's not even 

to be called the Pub anymore. To add insult to 
it's going to be run by your favorite devoted 

_service, FLIK International. 
lbats DOt enough to make a srodent feel alienated 
bow Ihe hierarchy feels about the students, I don't 
",bat is. Any time one wants to question the 

made, the school hides behind the alleged 
liability" since the drinking age went up to 

1)0 you mean to tell me that although the school 
_ can't afford it there is no one who would like 

in and run the Pub? I find that hard to believe. 
ofcourse, Deanne Molinari said that it would take 

IMICb time to open it to outside bidders. She also 
die reason they didn't want to waste time was to 
Pub opened right away in the begUming of this 

Right away? I guess mid-October (I've been 
aiDce August 22) is right away, huh? Why did they 
10 long to open it? FLIK didn't appear to be in any 

Besides. there's not even a sidewalk right now next 
Pub." 

with Student Union Coordinator A, Sarajean 
and she told me FLIK has an obligation in 

,rCOlllrlcno genre alcohol two or three times a week. 
rKcIaims it doesn't have a liquor license for the Pub. 

it seems whenever FLIK caters a function at the 
• off campus they always manage to serve alcohol. 
dIis mean they're breaking the law, or giving us the 

people reading this might think that all I care 
is haYing a place to get drunk. Wrong. I personally 
aet drunk. It's just that the Pub, in all its former 
was the social spot to go on campus. 
did the Pub fail SO miserably without alcohol last 

Tbe administration seems to use this as an 
thal the only reason people would come to the 

fa 10 get drunk. Unfortunately, this is true for some 
However, when alcohol was taken away from the 
Ibere were a few feelings evoked. One was that 

Wtml't thought to be responsible enough to 
to bave alcohol. Another was that the school 
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of Alienation': Part 2, Implementing the Solution 

And, I presented what I 
In 

individuals to take 
By removing the 

mediators would be selected from the appropriate part of Honor Code schools. It is a testament to the effectiveness 
the college community. For inter-student differences like of the honor system. In the course of the entire year, 
noise and other citizenship problems, no one but students only two cases were brought up. One was in response to 
need attend. For more serious problems like academic a graffiti ~ampaign that papered the library with 
dirty pool and theft of campus property, members of the PRO D U C E stickers. The solution was a simple 
administration and faculty would sit on the panel. The ~lean-up campaign to be run by the perpeb1ltor. 
members of the panel would be chosen by lot whenever a 
case came up. Agreements could be made and 
recommendations of stronger administrative actions such 
as suspension could be made in extreme cases such as 
violence and repeated theft 

Now I know what you are thinking. You are saying to 
yourself,"What a hassle. How can I ever expect action." 
And my response is that that is the beauty of it. The 
actual filing of an Honor Case is a hassle for everyone 
involved. So everyone is encouraged to work things out 
between themselves with hearings reserved for the 
highly uncooperative. " What is required is a degree of 
tolerance and understanding on the part ofeveryone. 

This brings me back to the sense of community that I 
have been harping on since I started here. It is the very 
lack of that notion that has the cynics chuckling to 
themselves as they read this. It is part of the very nature 
of the current system that makes "it impossible, once it 
has been accepted, to see any alternative. 

I, for one, am sure that it would work, and that a real 
community would develop. My proof is a preponderence 
of precedent. A number of collegeS around the country 
operate on this very principle. And they operate and 
educate with as much, if not more, facility than we do 
here. (All ofthem, to be sure, are private and therefore 
lack the unimaginative, counter-progressive 
administrators we are burdened with here.) 

I went to Reed College,in Portland Oregon, my 
freshman year. It is, not coincidentally, one of those 

The second was a more serious matter. A student 
cheated on a take-home calculus test; a cherished 
institution at Reed made possible only by a thoroughly 
entrenched honor code. He asked another student for help, 
and when the unwitting math whiz discovered she had 
been taken advantage of, she filed an honor case. The 
panel was made up of the teacher of the class, another 
member of the math faculty, and two students chosen by 
lot. The academic response was up to the professor, who 
had this offender take the test again. But the damage to 
the community was a separate, equally serious matter. So 
a long letter of apology to the community as a whole 
was required of him. It ran in the college paper and dealt 
with most everything I have discussed here. 

Other than that, things ran smoothly that year at Reed. 
People went about their business and did their take-home 
tests and generally held off the forces of chaos as they 
have dOne there for about eighty years. 

The remaining question is, could we do this thing 
here? I think we could. I think that our administrators are 
sufficiently libeJCll to actually put something like this on 
the books. But I do not think they are sufficiently 
radical to eliminate all those little rules and ordinances 
that the Honor Code is designed to supplant. And that 
would certainly defeat the entire purpose. An Honor Code 
requires trust, and as long as I get venom-filled threats 
from housing, I honestly don't think that that trust 
exists. C 

Campus Life is Lame 

didn't try hard enough to find an alternative way of 
keeping alcohol in the Pub. If money is the only issue, I 
don't believe that the money can't be raised somehow. 
Others don't enjoy the fact Utat some of the people 
making the decisions don't even live on campUs. 

Believe it or not, having the Pub open Ylas also in the 
interests of safety and responsibility. No one had to drive 
to get anywhere, risking a possible OWl. Since more 
people 'were around the campus centers, more people were 
around that were invariably heading in " your direction. 
Have you gone out on the mall lately at 1 a.m.? It's like 
a ghost town. Also, and I know this will raise 
oPlosition, drug use has skyrocketed since the Pub 
closed. You can't" get alcohol anywhere on campus, but I 
could fmd drugs anywhere. At this school people aren't 
particularly the outgoing type. Therefore, when buying 
drugs is much less complicated than finding a ride to the 
Cobblestone or West Conn., many fmd it a viable 
alternative. 

If just one person is, God forbid, injured or killed in an 
alcohol re1atell accident because they ditm't )lave the Pub I 
think that's too dear a price to ,pay. Mter all, isn't that 
one of the reasons (besides the convenience) to have the 
Pub on campus? To provide a safe alternative to 
drinking and driving? 

It infuriates me to think that the school doesn't want 
the Pub open. No matter what they say, there's always a 
way around everything. A perfectly legal way too. If 
money is the only issue, then I believe it's a lie. There 

"is always a way to raise money . Donations, 
advertisements, promotions, fund drives-- there's got to 
be some way. I think that we are being blatantly lied to 
by someone along the line. Students on this campus, if 
they know how much was needed (rumors vary from 
$20,000 to $60,(00) could come up with some creative 
way to raise money. 

To all you new students-- Do you remember how good 
the Sock Hop last month was? Well, it used to be that 
way six nights a week here. 

I just think it's a sad end to the only place even close 
to being called a social center on this campus. It's not 
fair to the students to be denied the right to have a beer 
with friends in afriendly campus environment. 

It's just so frustrating that I can fight a war for my 
country, be responsible for any debts I incur and vote, 
but I can't have a lousy beer at the-Pub. C 

A New LOAD Column: 

Dear C.C. 
DearC.C.• 

I'm a student at Purchase and have a lot on my 
mind. Is there anyone I can talk to about what is 
bothering me? At times I'm scartd by how I'm 
feeling and at times I feel it's not impOrtant enoNgh 
to bother anyone. 

Clll'ibus 

Dear Curious, 
Yes. There are people you can udk to. 

The CQunseling Center is stalled with 
professionals who care about students and 
are trained to · help them with their 
problems. No problem is too sllUlll or too 
big-- if it is bothering you, it is important 
enough to get help. The Counseling Center 
is open Mpnday through Friday from 9 
a.m. to 5p.m. It is located in the basement 
0/ the Humanities bullding-- Room 0001. 
Stop in to make an appointment or call 
x5196. 

C.C. 

C.C. invites students" to submit letters of personal 
concern to "Dear C.C." clo The Load C.C. will 
select one or two representative letters for a response. 
To protect your privacy please sign your letter with a 
descriptive term. If you wish for a personal response, 
please sign your name and campus box number to let 
C.C., and only C.C., know your identity. c 

b d 

Worried About 

AIDS? 


For referral or assistance, 
call the ' 

N.V.S: Health Department's 

AIDS Hotline 


1-800-462-1884 

TOLL-FREE & 


CONFIDENTIAL 
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EDITOR-

Piss off with your deadlines!!! I do, afterall, get my shit done and very well at that. 
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Blah Blah Blah 
ff~ 'Tl~~ 'TO 1i~~~ pisses me RIGHT off! 

'T1:I~'T T>~1iDI 
To the STUMBLE INN: 

When, alas, the kegs have long-since been tapped and all deposits returned to 

tfie 6anayouve come to Never-Never; when the parties - laugh and jeer and boast alike in fury of one - are hushed Ie 


quiet memories (yours or ours) softly heard only in haunted-wind whispers in the recessed
{(now as as{eep stanaing is 
consciences of Alumni recollecting a Purchase which was; when the transition inacted is


searcfiing for a new name. completed, from creativity to marketability, and talent is measured in terms of production, 

price and profit (even, ah yes, at Purchase - for shame!) : then all of glory and love in noblE
sena suggestions to 6o~ #91 
J-Street rise mighty in t,he turbulent old triumphings of unadulterated joy and abandonment 01 

or to (j41 in tfie ora apt. tfie dig nity, and we'll drink those IBM bastards under the table! 

winner wi{{ recieve a suprise - OUR GANG 

gift! tfie winner wi{{ 6e a 6ig To the general campus community, 

star, yea!!!!! . I am interested lin rais'ing a small private army of elite, blood-thirsty brigands, for the purpose of 

leading a violent coup d'etat against a yet unnamed small country. I am, of course, open to 

suggestions, but the overall framework is to establish an oppressive, fascist government that is 


·{Unx~!q lS~h\~U ~l{l '~A<YJ ·hNqnq ~l{l geared toward making us rich and comfortable for the rest of our natural lives. If you are 

~U!lq 11.1 ptre Sl~qs ~l{l ~8treq:) --8U~U!l{l 
 interested, please respond on the Back Page of the next issue. Those who might feel ANY guft 
W,I lllqh\ 8U~!l{l :n,nOh J! 'lnq ~UOhtre n~ . or remorse whatsoever, need not apply. 

l,UO(I 'cr ·sw ~U!A!O ~l{l 01 ~ou reUOSJ~d -z-


Ben R.: I'm on my way now-~ thanx for Gsn a1~JaT01 PTnoM aSIa OqM 'sapTs~ 

being so caring. You are imprinted in my ·sn 1TsTA 01 ~J~q awoJ 'laaJ1S-~ uo n OA sSTw 01 oUToO aJlaM - ·S·d 
thoughts ... Why? Don't know! Mer. 

IlaH WOJJ aJTMasnoH aqL 
·~aaM l? JOJ .J\.J. 

..lU~Pll1S .. pU~)(~M. ~ql ~A<YJ jSmOh ou JO sawT1 aAr J lSTJM Jn00 d~IS as~aId 'JoJap ailloq uT 1UaWTJadxa 

JO ~Ph:)!-llllll{l uo ~P!lll ~urw~ pUll PU~)(~h\ 
 01 wopaaJJ JT1aq1sa~ aq1 1-6-~ JO aIdoad InJT1n~aq aq1 1UE1D 

~uo punoJll )(:)!1S jhqqll.L SS!W )(00'1 u~q1 Jaq1l?J aJn1JnJ1S aIq~xaIJuT U~ JO suoT1~lnoaJ pu~ saInJ aq1 04 


aJaqp~ Plnol 1l?q1 pa1uTodd~STP AIqoTq WII pu~ pa~~aI aOl?ssaw aqL 

'auQl?3 EST'!
A,M,J,T: You 4 have been part of my 


au!oJ Osn
happiest days. I'll miss you all so much! 

Brunch ... Brunch!! Luv, Mer 'saSSDt pu~ anol 


·alqO.HJja.Jd a ..lOw lpnw S! afilaq jO ..I010J alJl ' aJualJ 'PIllS 


·oqh\ h\0\Dl nOh '~A<YJ l)(:)llq "ll..lonOj ..Inofi lJllm filqO)loadsun 'lJSOP Pinom annow a,lod 0 anallaq op I LW..I00 put 

I{u:> nOh ~oJ~ ~U!q:)llW P!dll1s llll{l uo 

- lIalH WO..lj ajlmaSnoH alU oJ 

Guelph, Dearest JfishR - -

~ 

I hope the new abode brings relief and 
happiness. Come over soon for pasta salad, 
(don't worry about forks), and a table with a 
view. 

It's 'been amazing since the first pitcher Ii 
salad. Love those METS, turf, great piggy 
back... the light in your room, the view 001 
the shower... 
well (urn) maybe. 
BEST MMMMM Only a week?MMMMM 
What are 
Are you ready ...1 am 

~ ~ ~ f~ 
;. c -~ ~ *. Love, the Pices Child xxxOOO 
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A Victim of Vivian 

en ....... n o~ edo,e ••le, 
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awoH ..IaHao" Ul lnofiol fiu!woJdn nofi ..I0j palgUIPJOOJ lafi Ol fiUlfi..ll am rug 'SOUl 

01 ~ABq I op ~811SS~W hUllW h\OH --~!qq~ 


Hey Diane-- Things are rough, Times are 
hard, Here's your fucking birthday card! Love 
and kisses Ricky 

I didn't mean to turn you on,
·~W·· ·~~!d 01 nOh ~Aol n!1S ·08 

It's the BEST BEST 
01 ~J~qh\ h\0\Dl nOh s~!ddnd ~u J~A~ nOh JI 

'IN.>d llWPUlUD you dreaming of? MMMMM.• 

Hey Mr... My bike is better than yours. 

Thanks again for the ride to the WP stateion! 


-(onody}Guess? 
.- - - ~l{l ~ 1()UUll:)I 

'~ I pmq MOq J~1ruJ ON·aaJI SBwlSP1I8 UMOJ8 a!lJB1I8 mOA allo1 
.~ 'P!h\ ~q hW smn - NNI 318V\1n.lS aliI WOJJ 8NVDl::lnO oJ. 

'JOIO:) hW JOJ ,U!)(OOt IIJ 
:esn~~ 

Tanya is really 153 years old-- I know 
because I counted her rings. Love Rachel. 

-<30~ 
Q c .... ~ 

)(:>!'M XUllQ.L .r,)q SS!W I ptre J~q ~Aol ~?g-!
I l~q n~ 'os n l~l~q ~AH l1!1s ~:)HV soo(] -8 ~ ~ ~= e!. 01SoP:: 

0Dear Jennifer, I thought you weren't married. ~ 0 rn
(5&0;'.~How's the old man-- R. '" g- j 3e :':;=-. '<0 1:1 
~ 1;;. c ~ 

lqsBh\ mOh OIl nOh • j3 ~'<~.op h~ l11qh\ -.J1r.)~pun U~I01S '~W ~n:)lC3 s-oo 
(Ii C c: ... c: =: 
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Roseanne-- You car. sleep in my bed next 3 IJq S
time -- I promise! o •. f

j ~ ai..OU.. ~Wnoh 
- .aJe6Je~ S ~ op 111tL\\ ll~h JIll:> U~A~S P!O --~~d on~H 

C -
Why? 

C 

Berenyi is Back 

~ 
' 

To L.N.R. (the Frog), 

VIE RYSC'ARY 
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